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Ship Will Be Built.

House Bill, No.
Providing For Selecting Jurors
By Juror Commission.

j
Wants American Liners Running to South America and
the orient.

'
Washington, Jun. 23. Chairman
Shonts of the Panama commission,
has resigned.
The resignation l effective at the
pleasure of the president, but not
President
later than March 4.
Roosevelt accepted the resignation
with extreme reluctance.
Senate Accepts House Itnlte.
The Benate voted down, 17 to 56,
the amendment limiting the proposed
salary Increase to vice president,
speaker and members of the cabinet.
The senate concurred in the house
salary Increase provision by a vote of
S3 to 21. This Insures the Inclusion
of the amendment in the legislative
aproprlation bill.
Ship.
Another
It is practically assured that the
house committee on naval affuira will
recommend the construction of another gigantic battleship, additional
to the one decided upon at the last
session. As the result of a partial
canvass made by the members of the
committee, they are convinced that
the house will approve the additional
battleship as recommended by the
president and the secretary of the
navy.
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vesting this power in the county commissioners.
of Rio Arriba county,
Introduced joint memorial No. 1, for
the restoration to entry of lands re
cently withdrawn In San Juan county
by order of the president.
The me
mortal passed the council.
The council then adjourned until
10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
When speaker Baca called tho
house to order this morning, E. W.
Denlston, of Las Vegas, took his seat,
having been sworn in.
He was de
layed by a wreck.
The house then took a recess until
3 p. m.
This afternoon's session will
be short.
The republican caucus, in session
last night, decided upon the standing
committees of both the council and
house.
The list will probably be
given out for publication this even
ing.

PACIFIC DITCHED

NEAR OETH,

NEV, LAST

llffl

Were Injured and One

Forbids Great Northern's issue of Stock.

Killed-Co- urt

Inniuad,

Colo., Jan.- - i i. An ex
plosion occurred In the main entry on

the north side of the Colorado fuel
& Iron company's coal mine at Pri
mero .this morning.
It is reported
that twenty miners were killed and DENVER AMENDS HER PLEA BEFORE
there may be more. The explosion
was caused by a "windy shot." The
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
body of Frank Hobat. timberman
has been recovered. There is great
excitement at Prlmero.
Refuses All Publicity.
A private message says that there
were sixteen men In the mine at the
time of the ' explosion.
How man
were killed is not known.
Prlmero
is twenty miles west of Trinidad and
all means of communication are con
trolled by the fuel company, which
will not allow any news of the acc
dent to be sent except to Its officer,

Ogilen, Jan. 23. The
westbound of that company and of issuing the
express on the Southern Pacific was Hume or any part thereof, during the
pending litigation, without first makditched at Deth, Ncv., 149 miles west ing
application In writing therefor to
of here, nhortly before 11 o'clock lost the Minnesota railroad and warenight. The entire train
of eight house commission, and securing Its
cars was hurled from the track and approval therefor, as prescribed by
turned completely over. A number the law of Minnesota.
This is a
of passengers were injured, but the complete victory thus far for the
'
railroad officials claim not seriously. state.
The accident is supposed to have
been caused by a defective brake PKNVJUl MKIttTIANTS AMKMt
AMI RICAN HORSES KOR
PLKA IlKltmi-- : COMMISSION
ENGLISH HORSE SHOW hanger or brake beam.
Denver, Jan. 23. An amended
Later information is that 8. Hos-klnNew York, Jan. 23. The first ship
residence unknown, was killed, complaint by the attorneys for the
merit of horses for the International
passengers were in - Denver Merchants' Traffic association
horse show, at the Olympla building, and twenty-fiv- e
and by George J. Klndel, and a pe
London, on June 7 to 13 was mad jured, fourteen of them seriously.
tition of intervention by the Denver
today when A. u. VanUcrbllt sen
KKAT NOUTIIKItV MUST
Chamber of commerce were filed tohis Oakland string. It Is now defl
GKT MINNESOTA'S C'ONSKJVT. duy with the Interstate Commerce
nitely stated that R. G. Vanderbil
St. Paul, Jan. 23. In the Itamsey commission at its opening session.
Mrs. John Gerken Richard, P. Mc
Cann, Clarence Moore. Alfred Maclay county district court today. Judge Managers of traffic departments for
George Watson. J. Payne Whitney Oscar Hallam signed an order en- several rullroads were the principal
and others were sending exhibits. joining the officials of the Great witnesses toduy. Their testimony was
George Clausson, the American sad Northern
Railroad company
from Introduced by fhe defense to show
is no discrimination
die horse judge will tomorrow sail making the proposed Increase of! that there
with Mrs. William R. Rarclay's pul $60,0(10,000 worth of additional stock against Denver In the matter of rates.
carriage
horses, San
of champion
dow and Sultan. The prizes will be
the largest ever off"red at a horse
show. The show will be thorough!
Englan
international In character.
and the United States will have full
although
European
control,
countries
will be represented on the board of
directors.
Besides th cash prize- there are over 100 beautiful cups to
be won outright and several gold
medals all presented y horso fan
clem. The show will be the most
ambitious of Its kind erer attempted
Chiliiiuliun. Mex., Jan. 23. The government of Mexico, the fuli parNIAV YOKK'S ItKMIf
Judgu ticulars of which have been repeatby
pronounced
FIT TO McGOVFKN sentences
arrange Cumacho, of the federal district edly published It appears, hoever.
New York. Jan. 23.4-A- ll
the discovery of the complete
ments are now complete for the hold court, have been made public In the that
plot in detail was not mutle until the
Ing of the benefit to Terry McGovern
eighteen wounl-b- c
revolu- office of "Regeneruclon" newspaper,
In Madison Square Glrden tonight. cases of
the organ of the "Junta," was raided
The leading fighters In the east have tionists who were arrested at Juarez,
St. Louis, Mo. This was done w hen
offered their services gattiutously and this city, Parral, Jimenez, Kunta l!ur-bu- In
suit
and other places In the state. Col. W. C. Greene brought
as nearly all sets In the monster
space are booked the promoters are They include Juan Sarabla, secretary against that paper for libel after the
American oftlciuls dissanguine that their ororts will be of the notorious St. Ixiuis, Mo., Cananea riot.papers
revealing the plot,
the
crowned with success.) McGovern is "Junta," and Cesar Canales, who were covered
It is said.
confined In a Banltariufn In Stanford, each sentenced to seven years and so All
of the prisoners have uppeuled
Conn., and but little 'ope Is enter- one month in prison; Vicente de la
cases to the circuit court In
tained that he will eier recover his Torre, five years and six months; their
reason. At present Un plucky little Lduardo Gonzalez, three years and Mexico City. The sentences are genvery light and
considered
fighter is absolutely p$miless and his six months, and Nemeslo Tejida, two erally
The first four everyone was surprised thereat.
wife is depending on the bounty of years and six months.
some friends who citne forward to named go to the prison of San Juuu
de I'loa, and Tejeda, with thirteen FLOOD NUTATION SHOWS
help her in the hour ft need.
DKt'lDKIt IMI'ltOYKMHF.VI- others, go to Belem prison.
The
Ky.,
range
Loulsvllle.
23.
Jun.
n
one
sentences
from
There
to
r C:
)4 ' '
other
I two years.
vus a decided improvement in the
TI IZKN'S M'KCI IL NKWS
beA fine of 11.300 was lmponed on flood situation toduy, the river
4
FItO.M WASHINGTON I. C.
Sarabla, $500 each on Canales and le ginning to fall soon after midnight.
Washington. Jan 23. Dele- Hulley received 108 votes out of the
gate Andrews to tiny secured a
la Torre, and from $500 to $1,000 on
147 cast. The election took place In
the sen- the others.
favorable report
The names of the prisoners besides the presence of u large assembly,
ate committee onj the pension
of fii per ' those given above are as follows: many of whom came from remote
of Robert Sfewai
parts of the slate. The occupants of
Antonio liulboa, Rafael Vulles,
month.
Lugo, Guadalupe Lugo Kspejo, the gallery received the announceThe house ani ndinent, in- creasing the salaries of vice
Tomas Llr.arruga, Francisco Guevara, ment of Ruiley's election ultli proAlejandro longed applause.
Alarcon
4 president and speaker to J 12.- - ' Ju.se porrus,
Iiravo, Guadalupe Ugalde, Crlstobul
000. senators and representatives
'
Serrano, Hellodoro (ilea. Jesus 1.' MISSOIKI STRIVF--S TO
to 37, 00. passed the senate by
Marquez and PrixclMan Gaitan.
DISSOI.Vi: GOl I. II Ml lU.l lt
of hi to tl. The bill is
f ato vote
All of these started for Mexico City
4,
Jefferson City, Mo.. Jan. 2a. Rebe effective ii er March
in charge of forty rurales sent here turns in the nuture of demurrers to
1907.
of Phoenix, ' fur that purpose from the federal the charges made by the attorney
Mr. A Ins wort!
capital.
general, were tiled today in the suAriz., is In Washilton arranging
preme court, in the suit to dissolve
All of Die prisoners were connecttitles of the Roe velt Salt River
'
plot to start a the alleged merger of the Gould railed with tht
canal.
the established road lints In Missouri.
revolution against
s,
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TWO HUNDRED ADMITTED.

Fined $100 Each For Not
Being Present .
ap
New York. Jan. 23. Scene
proaching absolute disorder attendtef
the opening of the trial of Harry K-Thaw, today, upon the chttrstr
murdering Stanford White. Moat T
the clashes were between reporter
and the police. There wera
newspaper men and a policeman
each reporter. Only about flfty
paper writers were Anally admitted
the remainder of the space In M
court room being reserved for St
talesmen, summoned upon th an
clal jury panel. The defendant's wff
and mother, and the latter' daujEh
ters, the Countess of Yarmouth, and
Mrs. George Lauder Carnegie, wen
In court, when the proceedings besjs
before Justice Fitzgerald.
Absence Comcn High.
When the roll of the Jury panel ww
called there were several absenton
The court fined each of them
District Attorney Jerome after subjecting the first talesman to a rlcM
examination said: ''There Is &
unwritten law. Would yo. allow such law to enter Into youp'jaftc
nen.'.T"
counsel for" Thaw ob
jected to the question and Juattew
Fltgerald said that the witness bad
already replied that as to point of
law he would be guided by the conrt.

f
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so-cal-led

SIXTEEN MEN WERE IN
Tweaty-Fiv- e
MINE WHEN IT HAPPENED

iii

OF

FIFTY

Standing Absent Members of Panel Apt

Commlttees"of Council and House Decided
on by Republican Caucus.

-

COLORADO POTATO CROP

LANDS RESTORED TO ENTRY

Very Little Business Before Either House Today

But Refuses to Give Informa- Says Message of President by Company Refuses to Give Ou
Pinchot to Live Stock
Any Particulars For
Association.
the Public.

Swet-tenhn-

anti-gambli-

d

SOUTHERN

IIouho Working on Pensions.
Washington, Jan. 23. The house
Denver, Jun. 23.-- At
the session of
today began the consideration of the
London. Jan. 23. The government
the American National Live Stock
here has heard from Governor
Tension appropriation bill.
today,
Glfford Pinchot, govof Jamaica concerning the InWoleott Gnrs Hound Higher.
cident Involving the withdrawal
of ernment forester, who brought from
the
Chas. D. Woleott, director of the American warships from Kingston, President Roosevelt a message
general geological survey, was elect but absolute secrecy is maintained at convention announcing that "government
ranges
control
of
public
the
secretary
is
of the Smithsonian In the colonial office regarding the mated
ntltutlon by the board of regents to ter. It Is understood that thejfjjrres-pondenc- e one of the fixed policies of the administration,"
addressed
the
day.
convention
will
be published
some on
the proposition of leasing the pubtime in the blue book.
lic domain for grazing purposes. The
THE JAMESTOWN EXdiscussion of his paper consumed the
POSITION PROGRESSING BRITISH ARTIM-ERY- Norfolk, Va., Jan. 23. In this secWKN KOR CANADA rest of the morning's session.
London, Jan. 23. The authorities!
tion of the tidewater of Virginia,
where the weather Is at all times are making a selection of recruits of " ,A
POTATO c 1M)P.
supurb it has been exceptionally good the Royal Garrison artillery for ser- (,ree,y- - Col- - Ja23.
The potato
tals winter and as a consequence vice In Canada, as the number of; crop
cf northern Colorado Is estl- greater progress has boen made on men required for transfer to the Ca- canoaus Ior 13U6' be'
"l
the exposition works than was an- nadlan forces who have volunteered
ticipated when they were commencfor the Dominion Is far In excess of ing 000 carlouds less than that of
ed.
Most of the buildings are enthe number required. A detachment 1905, whose crop was only forty per
closed and many of them are nearing of two hundred men sailed toduy cent. After the harvest last year's
completion.
The
of from Plymouth for Halifax and two crop was estimated at $2,000,000, but
the great government piers that ex- further companies will follow In the shortage of cars to carry the crop
when demand and prices for it were
tend far out into Hampton Roads course of a few weeks.
high, will lose the community at least
are showing excellent progress and a
1250,000 find cut down the value of
great transformation is taking place. EXPLORER PRESENTS NEW
Ninety-fiv- e
Between the two government piers
YORK MUSEUM WITH GUT. the crop to 11,750,000.
in sacks
New York, Jan. !I3. Major
V. hundred carloads estimated
the forty acre basin is being dredged
so as to afford a sufficient depth of cook Daniels, of Denver. Colo., has mean 2,375,000 sacks: In tons 142.- 75.00 bushels, or enough
water even at low tide for all small presented to the American Museum 600 ant1
crafts, and there is now no doubt of Natural History a large collection to fill a train of refrleerator cars
miles long or cover an
in the minds of the management but of bones, skulls, etc., which he twenty-nin- e
everything will be fully ready for the brought from New Guinea. Major area three and a half miles long and
three miles wide If packed with sucks
millions who will be waiting for the Daniels, who had been on an anthro- - ' ,en
feet h'Bh- Thlry thousand acres
gates to open. The district all round pologlcal expedition for several years
also Is being beautified and nothing in New Guinea, arrived in this coun were planted with potatoes this year
is being left undone for the recep- try only a few days ago. In company and the average yield was seventy- tion of the visitors from all parts of with a number of scientists he went n,ne Bat k8 to the acre- Tho quality
the lnhabltated globe who will be to Australia, and from there to the of Ptatoes was th best ever grown,
present. President Roosevelt will wilds of New Guinea, where the head 11 has been calculated that the cost
f potatoes is thlr- open the exposition on schedule time. hunters are. They chartered a smull of Krow'nS
e
cents, which makes the cost
schooner, and for two years making
l"ort,ll"K
full crop $831,200,
it their headquarters,
OPENING OK RVSSO-CHI- went among "f
,
growers
the
avlnK
$918,000.
NESE BANK IN NEW YORK. the natives. For the service he has
many
New Tork, Jan. 23. The Russo-Chine- done to science he was made a f l - Th"uB acreage farmers cut down their
to K've place to beets
bank opened a branch here low of the Roval Geographical So - I'ota,
acreage will be largely in
today In Pine street, under the man- clety or England. The collection will the potiito
agement of Walter Kutzleb, who had prove a splendid addition to the an- creased during the coming season
thropological section of the museum.
been th bank's American represenAPPARATUS IOR APPLE
tative for some years. The bank has
CiOLK TOI'RNA- flfty branches and agencies In EuPICKING INVENTED.
MUST IN ELOHIDA.
rope and Asia.
Its capital and reWashington, D. C, Jan. 23. An
Palm Reach, Fla., Jan. 23. The
serve amount to J16.COO.000 and the
championship tournament apparatus that it is declared will
lubt balance sheet showed approxiof tho National Freight Traffic Golf solve the apple problem has been
mately $160,000,000 of assets.
association commenced here today. devised by James Ijirner. of Lock-por- t,
N. Y., and letters patent have
Contestants will qualify in first and
second slxteens. There will also be been applied for. It is on the exBILL
an eighteen hole medal play handi- tension plan, able to reach the highcap on the lust day. to which the est point upon a tree, with a grip or
play events clutch at the extremity that grabs
IN ARIZONA LEGISLATURE finalists in the match
will not be eligible. The entries are the apple and lets It drop into a
chute bringing it upon a cushion that
very large.
prevents it from being bruised on the
Concerning
the proposed
trip. Preparations are in progress
legislation in Arizona, the ST. ANDREW SOCIfor putting it on the market,
its
Tucson Star gays:
backers believing it will yield them
is
pleasing
to note that the
"It
a fortune as It has been tried with
agitation
throughout the
ETY MEETS TONIGHT great success under all conditions
territory is at last promising results.
during the past season. The device
The legislature will take it up soon
is a simple one, but if it should
after it begins business. During the
The final arrangements
for ttr? prove successful it will annually save
paat years many promises have been banquet
of the St. Andrew society In considerable damage to the trees.
made to the effect that an
honor of the Scottish poet, Robbie
bill would be enacted by the Burns, on the evening
of January 25, ANNUAL NATIONAL POULArizona legislature, but all failed to will be made at a meeting
TRY SHOW OPENS.
of the
come to full fruition.
Bills havtf members to be
Chicago. 111., Jan. 23. The Nationthis evening at
been Introduced, but always choked the oflice of Dr. held
Macbeth.
Elaboral Fanciers and Breeders association
off In the committee, and seldom were ate preparations have been
to opened Its annual poultry, pigeon and
heard of again after being referred. render this the most completemade
dinner pet stock show here today. The enNow congress is in good temper to affair which has
given in this tries constitute a record and are the
enact such a law. It will probably city for some time,been
and every detail largest in the history of the asso
uu.it long enough to see if the Ari- win b looked after with
minute cure ciation wiuie tne attendance Is ex- zona legislature means business, and ine tills orchestra,
recently organ-- 1 tremely large, mui t of the best
if it fails to act promptly, we will Ized here with such success, will fur- - known fanciers
in the country
bill,
have a federal
the music and the menu will be
g present.
The exh'.bl'- - of stock,
which will prohibit this vice in all of In accordance with the most exacting it.
Incubators, brooders, appliances, food,
the territories of the United States, taste. No Invitations are issued, the remedies and all things pertaining
and the legislature must not deceive ucneis navtng been placed on sale to
poultry and yet stock taxed to
itself in believing that It can postpone either through the Individual memthe utmost capacity all the available
the enactment of this law until
bers or at the office of
Macbeth. space in the seventh
regiment
adjourns, and then fall to enact The price for each cover Dr.
is $2.5u, and armory More than $10,000 U offerihe law, because two such schemes the sale will positively cease by to- ed In prizes besides several valuable
have been played and the third will morrow evening at
o'clock.
All meduls and cups for successful
tiil of rrrulu.
Scotsmen are expected to line up
ANTI-GAMBLI-

mt

HI

OVERDONE

super-structu-

!'

'

JAN CO.

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa Fe. N. M., Jan. S3. The
legis- third day of the thirty-sevent- h
atlve assembly was marked by a
short session of the council and house
n the morning, and another session
of the house In the afternoon, be
ginning at 3 o'clock.
When President Spless railed the
council to order at 10 o'clock this
morning all responded present to the
roll call by Chief Clerk Martin.
THIS rilOTCHJKAPH, TAKKX IIY AN AMIHIICAN TontlST IN KINGSTON. IMMKDIATK.LV AlTMl
Mr. Miera, of , Sandoval county,
TIIK KAItTIIOUAKE, PICTfKES THK liOWEIt END OK KINO STUKKT, IiOOKINCi TOWARD THE BAY. IT
then Introduced house bill No. 1,
SHOWS THE DAMAGE CACSEO BY THE KIIIST SHOCK AND SOME OK THE TKIilUEIKD
C ITIZENS
providing for the appointment of
KNEEING lTtOM THE Bt'ILDINGS.
jury commissioners and the selection
of jurors by said commissioners. The
bill will come up In regular order.
Mr. Martinez, of Taos county. InA troduced council bill No. 2, which
provides for the repeal of chapter No.
2, session laws of 1901, relating to
the appointment of county officials to
HAS HEARD FROM
TROL THE PUBLIC
F.
AT
C.
& I.
fill vacancies by the governor
and

President for Ship Sudsldy.
tion at the Present
The president today sent a message
to congress urging the desirability of
Time.
legislation to help American shipping
and trade, by encouraging the building and running of lines of large and CANADA
CONTINGENT IS
swift steamers to South America and
the orient.
ALTOGETHER

Have Quite an Onset
at Court.

BUT
UARTINEZ WANTS SAN

Men and Polico

1. Newspaper

A

SHIP SUBSIDY MESSAGE
He

Miera Introduces

;n. Kim

her

BEGUN

AWAY FROM GOVERNOR

''Ax

Senate Votes For House Sal
Big
ary

HAS AT LAST

APPOINTMENTS

TAKING

FROM PANAMA

PRESIDENT SENDS IN

THE THAW TRIAL

MARTINEZ INTRODUCES BILL

SHUTS RESIGNS

Ralse-Anot-

par ysar.
Tha Kvamna, Citizen, in Aovaaos,
Dallvsrad by Carriers, f0 ecnta par mMK.
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Mrt duror Accepted.
New York, 4an. 33. Denting IV
Smith, retired 'Umbrella ' manufacturer, was accepted its the first Jnror in
the Thaw case.
IIOHTICVLTl'ItAL KOCIfTTY
IN ANNUAL CONVK.NTW.
Rochester, N. , Y., Jan. S3. Tl
annual reunion - of tbw
New York. Horticultural society was
held here today. Over 1,000 persons
Interested in horticulture were present. Dr. H. T. Funk, state polmoto-gi- st
of Pennsylvania, and a Iargv
peach grower, delivered an uddravw
on "Peach Culture," and Dr. I H.
Pally, of Itchaca,
discussed Th
Elements
Prime
of Failure In
Orcharding."
O. G. Bishop, of Poa-tla- c,
Mich., gave all present a treaX
when he spoke about market gardening and quality of fruits. Professor-Parrottof the Geneva experiment
station, spoke about "Destructive
of 1908." Some spraying! phllo-sphland practices, illustrated witst
lantern slides was discussed by Prfr-fess-or
M. V. Sllgerland.
Professor
John Craig gave a lantern slide talk:
on "Experiments In Preventing Black
Rot of the Grape." This subject aat
thut of the San Jose scale are greatly agltutiiig fruit growers at present
and caused considerable dinctuwtow.
Others who will speak are Dr. W. If.
Jordan, director of the Genera,
Professor H. D. Read, one of
the best Informed men on lilrda snit
their relution to horticulture;
T. Powell, of Ghent, and others. Th
state agricultural experiment statiom
has an exhibit of exceptional Interest
In the armory and several prtrata
concerns are showing spraying; machine and all kinds of horticultural
and agricultural Instruments.
Tn
convention will close tomorrow night
In the hall of the Y. M. V. A.
fifty-seco-

In-Be- cts
es

U.

PltOTFCTING

GA.MF.

IX SASKATCIIKWASk.

Alberta. Jan. 23. Sportsmen from
all parts of the province have joined the Alberta fish and gume preservation, which has been formed t
prevent the ruthless destruction of
Msh und game which bus been gotnK
on for some years.
As the existing
laws have been found to b Ineffet
It
live
lius been decided to hav
measures Introduced to prevent further destruction.
XF.W

Jl WISH

COLONY
IS INCOHPOK

TF.I.

Nussuu. X. Y.. Jan, 23. The Jewish colony of Sollkof Town wsm Incorporated today. The particular objects of the corporation were stated
to be "to engender
good
feeling;
among people owning lots to org maraud assoclute themselves and form a
Jewish colony and to settle upon,
use, and occupy certain hind known
as V'un Xostrund farm."
Over six
hundred Jews have ulivudy settled on
the colony. Workshops for all kln.i.-o-f
trades ure being built and storw
und a synuKogue have been npen-e- d.
7.000

citi:

i

i.i- -

I LOW Fit

FA KM.
I, I., Jun. 23. Benjamin K. Goodale of this town is makUiv.-i-lam-

ing plans for the stalling of a
acre cuullllower furin neur Denver.
He Is well known as a cauliflower
rulsi-and .i.m purchased 7.000 acr
of I'nion Putitlc land for hi
He will
begin plutitimr
early In June und expects to
tin- crop ready in August.

hir

-

IK. I Ill s OF t

VIIN

BONDS IsM FIi Itl'KI
IMA.
ottowa. Jan. 23 of the bond Issued in 19ot. $29,394,953 have bono
I. ik.ii in i InDominion; $ 23.5S3.7)
in Gnat Britain aid $4.tlK.3SM by
the I'nlted .States
The figures show
Hie great aid iioning importance
of Knylund ua a market for Canadian
-

bonds.

,

ALBUQUEIIQDE

PAGE TWO.

THE EVENING CITIZEN
rkUtlM4

Weekly

Daily a

ly

the force of the explosion. There Is
little clue to the. safe Mowers, who
were doubtless professional pawing
through.

BENEVOLENT AND

The Citizen Publishing Company

EVENING CITIZE2I.

quarter of a million of reople will
line the route of procession.
A canvass of the hotels and largest apartment houses, shows that
nearly every available room has been
reserved, but arrangements are now

"

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS v

ft

MORSE AMI HIS FRIENDS
TO INSPF.CT NEW LINES.
tinder way to provide comfortable
New York:
Charles W. Morse,
I m PwtafflM for tnuiamlMioi) thrtmsh tht
accommodations
and headquarters
and
roccntlty
Mallory
ir-the.
Meond
matur.
cIsm
added
who
M
for all delegations. The hotel com- Clyde lines to his steamship Interests,
mitfee Is preparing ft list of every
l
planning nn extended trip of Inbuilding In the city. In which lodg-- i
spection which will take him and a
Ings can be secured so that, those
party of his associates over tho routes
who are tardy in applying for rooms
of his new lines In southern and gulf
t may be assured
of pleasant and
tpnn
if
ports. One of 'he new Clyde line
agreeable quarters. Lodges Intending
freight steamer- - will be especially
to attend the reunion in organized
OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
lifted up to .n.con niodate a Inrge
bodies, should at once communicate
CITY OF ALBUQUEKOUE party.
with the hotel committee, so that
Of Elks Will Be Handsomely quarters
may be secured.
(i(H)ll 1.1 t K OF TII1F.F
There Is no longer any doubt that
Entertained by City of
AND t I.EMENT EMPlsJYEH.
from every possible point of view,
York, ln.: Warren L. Lock, who
the coming convention and reunion
Brotherly Love
confessed to having robbed his emof Elks' will register the "High Wat
ployer, John K. Uetwller. of Tied
er Mark of Klkdom."
Lion of $600, Instead of being prosecuted, was retained in ills old position DURING 21 STANNUAL
Excursion by Water.
In keeping with the custom es
with a raise In salary of $10 a month.
Lock had been working for
tablished years ago a special affair
Is now being arranged for the grand
for five years, and In that time
It sometimes necessary, but wo
REUNION
OF
ORDER
lodge members and their wives who
has appropriated $fino to his own use.
ilcM'ii(l upon tlio merit of our
He made a confession before Alderwill
attend tho annual convention
good and fair dealing with
man Walter F. Owen, of this city.
and reunion of tho Benevolent and
every customer, to insure our
Protective Order of Elks', which Is to
continual success In tho drug
CONTRACT I. FT l OK
Some Efforts at Entertaining be held in this city during tho week
business.
$ 10.000 KliArOIITF.il HOUSE
beginning
July
will
10th.
This
affair
Which Philadelphia Will Put be In
Chihuahua, Mex.: This city has let
nature
the
on the
of
a
trip
to E. Mondragnn the contract to build
Delaware river, and will take place
Forth For the Occasion.
a new $40,000 public slaughter house.
on the first day of tho reunion week.
Down In Mexico Which Is Said It will he built on lands recently acThe largest excursion steamer In
quired from the Mineral railroad
eastern waters has been procured,
to Be Very Big Thing For
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan.
down below the station of that road.
and the visitors will be taken up and
Cor. Gold Avt. and First St.
This means the removal of the public promises to be tho largest outing and uown tne Delaware to view th- - many
Him and Associates.
slaughtering place from Is present site dinner ever given to a body of men Interesting points on this famous
B. H. BRIGGS &
Sr. and women will take place In thla river.
up above the C. & P. depot.
now city during the annual convention and
Mondragon Is the contractor
On
tho
guests
sec
will
the
CO.
P Proprietors
making the Improvements for the reunion of the Benevolent and Pro- Cramp's shipbuilding plant, reputed
CITY OF CHIHUAHUA LETS
tective Order of Elks, which Is to be to be the largest
new penitentiary.
In tho world. Here
held In this rlty during tho week of Some Of
thn most TMlU.'tf III lifjfll.l.
July lath. It is expected that about ships
NEGROES i:DOItSK THE
have been constructed, and it SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
CONTRACT FOR ABATTOIR
BROWNSVILLE ACTION 20,000 peoplo will participate In this is expected
that three of the
and arrangements are
Haton Rouge, La.: Speaking for the one event,
ordered by congress, will be
fto.ooo negroes which compose its now being made to properly cater to
Full Set of Teeth
miner construction by next July.
membership, the grand council of the upwards of 25,000.
On the
vlril,.ri ...111
lining
$i.&o up
Sundry Items of News Gathered National Industrial Association of The outing will take place at a have an orinortlllllfv of air,cr Iha Gold
Gold Crowns
$6
America. In convention here, adopted popular resort on the Delaware river, plant of tho New- York Shipbuilding Painless
Kxtracting
50c
From Various Parts of These
a resolution endorsing
President and the courses of the dinner, w hich company,
wnicn is also turning out
Roosevelt's action In dismissing the will be served, will consist principally fighting Shins
for Uncle Knm
nnd A IX WOIIK ARSOMTTEJ.Y
United States.
negro soldiers at Brownsville.
of sea food. To the thousands
of the world-fame- d
westerners who are expected here this yaru. J Ills navy league Island navy
should prove a rare treat, because It out half u dozen yard Is never withChihuahua, Mex.: Meager reports
cruisers and batis almost an Impossibility to obtain
the
and opportunity will be givbave been circulating through
good sea food anywhere throughout tleships,
ANYTHING
en to
tho visitors to board and
tity all week to the effect that the
the west, barring, of course, the Pa- Inspect all
these mammoth vessels.
nimpiny headed hy Wm. Randolph
cific coast.
Hearst, the noted Journalist, Jim R.
The participants in the outing will
Keene, the great Wall street stock
Senator Smoot found a defender. be conveyed to the park in large ex
operator, have struck oil near OJIn-ug- a Hut
MARKET LETTER
any
n. f. corp.
cursion steamers and the dinner will
doesn't give Tom Piatt
in the extreme eastern part of hope.that
open air in a grove
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUXJ.
served
be
in
the
the utate. While It has been known
which will comfortably hold 25,000
fur some time that oil nnd gas had
"The lights went out in tile the' persons. The menu Is now being pre Special Correspondence.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
been encountered, this latest report ater last night."
Kansas City, Jan. 21. The cattle
pared, and among the many palatable
Js that oil gushed from the well and
run
at
all
"Between the nets, I'll bet."
the
is
markets
today,
small
Department of the Interior,
courses which will be provided will be
United
ia in quantity.
clams, broiled lobsters, soft supply here 10,000 head, and prle s
States Land Office.
They're bringing up the fact that steamed
The local people interested in the
f
are
15
to
cents
higher
all around.
crabs, steamed corn, planked
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 19, 190G.
company, C. R. Troxel, Jack Follans-Ue- e E. H. Harrlmau is a minister's son Bhell
Delaware shad, broiled spring chick Last week closed dull on all kinds,
Notice Is hereby given that the folloand Kraft Pros., have been very They certainly are making It hot for ens and other well
heavy
supplies
of
fed
wing-named
first
cattle
of
known Philadelclaimant
filed noreticent about what they knov of the H. H.
the week enabling killer buyers to till tice of his intention tohas
phia dishes.
make final
atrlke. Mr. Follansbee and Wm. Kraft
up
pretty
full,
storms
and
late in the proof in support of hie claim under
iThls outing will most likely be
The czar has ordered drumhead
are mid to have gone out to see the courts-martiweek keeping country
buyers at sections 16 and 17 of the act of
for the terrorists. held on the second day of the con- home. Today's run
well.
was
below
the ex- March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
lie expects to beat them In vention week.
pectations of packer buyers, which amended hy the act of February
If reports proves true and there Is Suppose
21,
way.
this
ood reason to believe it, it is the
excited keen competition
among 1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
Ill;; Prize Offered.
biggest thing that has happened for
tnem,
blight
while
the
sunshine and proof will be
district attorney of New Yorrt
before the proThe committee In charge of the arthis state since the building of the Is Theprobing
satisfactory way fat cattle are bate clerk at made
trust. rangements for the reunion and con- the
the theatrical
Los Lunas, N. M., on
Mexican Central railroad, as It will Watch for a panic
now
selling
country
stimulates
demean cheap fuel and the rapid ex burg millionaires. among the Pitts vention, announces that prizes to the mand today, and the loss of last week January 26, 1907. viz: Mariana Chav-(amount of fifteen thousand dollars Is being
de Otero, for the Small Holding
tension of the Kansas City, Mexico
recovered. Offerings from the Clnlm No. 2047, situate in Sec. 36, T.
will be distributed among the visitand Orient railroad eastward to It,
Ah Quok, a Chinaman, cleaned up ing Klks, for various Interesting con- range are small now, confined to a 7 N., R. 2 E.
The pioneer in that region was C. H $10,000 on tho New Orleans race- tests.
few stockers at $3.75 to $4.50, and
names the following witnesses
Troxei of Temosachic, formerly of track. The Chinese who reach these. as yet, While no specifications have, Panhandle cows at $2.60 to $3.15. to He
prove his actual continuous admade,
been
is
declared
it
that
this city. He spent several years out shores have a passion for doing any two thousand dollars of this prise The feature In the offerings from the verse
possession of Bald tract for
in that section studying the country thing suggestive of laundry work.
money will be devoted to the band range country today Is a shipment twenty years next preceding the surnad he got capital Interested to try
twenty
of
cars
hay
catof
Idaho
fed
vey of the township, viz:
contest. In which only those bauds tle,
A Hum ITophct.
drilling for oil. It is to be hoped that
bulk of which weighed 1275
participating In the big parade will
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of Los
We will have to retract the state
the strike is all it is believed here
pounds
sold
and
$5.00,
at
about three Lunas, N. M.; Anlceto Aragon,
ment that "the new butcher show has be permitted to compete. All Penn loads of light steers selling
t be.
at $4.00
Orona, Qulrlno Samore, of Per-altcome to stay." It hath gone. Car- - sylvania bands and bands within a to $4.25. (.V ii fed steers sold
up to
radius of a hundred miles of PhilaN. M.
rolllon (O.) Free Press.
ONCK A 1IKHO, BUT NOW
iodi$.(4ith.
$.40
.numerous
sales nt
delphia, will bo excluded. A special
Any person who desires to protest
ONLY WAITER AT TABLF,
$5.70
$.3u bulk of sales $4.90 to against
"What Is J aggers doing these contest will be held for these near- $5.75. to The
the allowance of Bald proof,
New Haven, Conn.: James Parker,
moderate
supply. of fed or who knows
by bands.
of any substantial reawho was given a house in Washing days?"
all
cattle
at
tho
Inditoday
markets
son under the laws and regulations
"f believe he Is engaged In literary
ton, D. C, and a position as messen
cates
future
that
receipts
of
this class
Fcuture Altogether New.
of some kind."
the Interior department why such
may not be as heavy as has been of
car in congress, for capturing Czol work
proof should not be allowed will he
"Humph I hope you don't mean
One of the many features arranged
toss after he shot President McKln-le- jr
on,
counted
in
which
event
better given an
for the entertainment of tho visitors prices may be expected
at the above
in Buffalo, has lost both his house he ts on one of his periodicals."
as the demand mentioned opportunity
to tho Klks' convention and reunion, from
time and place to cross
and Job, and has just taken a position
is
killers
first
class.
Another Hero.
Is a nightly concert In Independence
the witnesses of said claimas waiter in the Tale dining hall.
The supply of sheep and lambs examine
C. (. Halston's name appears In Square.
ant, and to ofTer evidence In rebuttal
The concerts will bo given was
At the time of the assassination, our "Koll
88,000
head
last
week,
and the
Honor" this week. Mr. by the largest and best of tho many
by claimant.
Parker was employed us a guard at Ralston Is ofanother
market closed the week about steady of that submitted
new
bands which are expected to take on
MANUEL R. OTERO.
the exposition hall, and was near added to the long list that subscriber
kinds,
as
all
compared
with close
rapid part In the festivities, and every
Register.
Csolgoss In the line of people wait- ly nearlng the 2,000 mark. IsOrleans
program which will be arranged, will of previous week, ewes unci wethers
Small Holding Claim No. 2547.
ing to shake the hand of the presi- (Ind.
a
higher.
shade
Is
The
supply
Progress.
today
be made up principally of patriotic only
dent. As soon as the shot was fired.
3.000 head, market strong to 10
NOTICK FOIt Pi nidCATIOX.
Parker rushed forward, grappled
"Did you see Mrs. Von der liough airs.
cents higher. Some of the Standard
Is
a
This
feature
herewhich
has
with the murderer, and threw him to at the opera last night?"
Meat company's stuff sold to arrive
any
never
tofore
attempted
been
at
Department
the floor, at the same time disarming
of the Interior,
"Yes, I saw her."
Land
of tho Elk conventions, and it Is only today, the wethers at $5.75 and ewes
lilnv. On the arrival of the police
office at Santa Ke. N. M.
"Wasn't she like a picture?"
at $5.25, considered a strong price
possible
a
In
city
Philadelphia,
like
Parker gave the assassin into their
Dee. 29, 1906.
"Yes, a great deal like some I've because
with eastern markets.
of the many beautiful as compared
charge.
The subsequent prosperity seen."
Notice ia hereby given that SantiThe top on lambs recently Is $7.50,
squares,
or
parks,
can
which
be
ago
C'ftiego
ia said to have been too much for
Carpenter, N. M has
"Like some?"
found throughout the business and and best yearlings received lately tiled notice of
him.
" Yes overeposed."
of his intention to make
sold at $11.50, although neither price
residential sections of the town.
five-yeproof In support of
Independence Square is so called represents the limit of the market. final
The new senator from Kansas was
KAlLltOAIt EXPERIMENTING
The light weight pea fed lambs are his claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
because
on
it
by
is
bounded
one
sldo
once
a cab driver. There seems to
WITH STEEL FOU TIES
not killing out as good as it had been 10,301 made Nov. 20, 1906, for the
Chicago.: The most complete and be little hope of the common people a row of state buildings, which are hoped they would, although averaging
Si NBVi and lots 1 and 2, Section
today
most
In
the
historic
structures
ever
getting
exhaustive test made of the efficiency
much of a representabetter than last year. Light 3, Township 9 N.. Range 6 E., and
rather
country.
the
building
Tho
principal
tion
senate.
in
the
f steel ties for American railroads
weight lambs, below 70 pounds, bring that said proof will be made before
Though, of course, having been a of this group Is Independence Hall, $7.00 to $7.20, while those
has been decided upon by the Penna-vani- a
from 70 H. W. S. Otero, United States Court
was
signed
wherein
tho
Declaration
driver,
new
cub
put
the
senator might
road. It has
down 3,000 of
to 77 pounds bring up to $7.50. The Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
of
Independence,
and
the
wherein
give
be
a
to
inclined
them
M., on Feb. C. 1907.
little run visitor today can
these ties between Pittsburg and
see tho original market on lambs, SO pounds or bet
The experiment is on a sec- for their money.
He names the following witnesses
ter, has not been tested
recently.
of
draft
famous
that
document
and
over
tion of track
which the traffic
From this forward for about a month to prove his continuous residencs upbell,
old
the
was
proclaimed
which
"What
first
rumcause
the
of
this
will be heaviest and the results will
the market was weakest last winter, on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
liberty throughout tho land.
pus?" asked the Judge.
be regarded us decisive.
Venceslado Oriego, Salomon Grie-gTho concerts, which will be given but this Is likely to be reversed this
"Well, you see, Judge," replied the
In case the experiment fails, the
Mario Chavez and J. R. Carpenwithin the shadow of these build- season, on account of the short numPennsylvania lias under cultivation policeman, "this man here and that ings,
ter, all of Carpenter, N. M.
promises to prove among the ber available for this market.
"
more than 1.000,000 trees which will woman over I there are married
MANUEL R. OTERO.
"Yes. yes.
know.
Hut what other most Interesting diversions which will Bware of Ointments for Catarrh That
be available in rase of need. In
Register.
be provided for the visitors.
cause";
crowing them the road Is
Contain Mercury,
mercury
as
sense
surely
destroy
with the forestry departments of
will
the
Moral: Don't Peep.
ntlcipated Attendance till-ill- .
NOTH'i: I'Oll PI IJLICATION.
of smell and completely derange the
the national and state governments.
system wnen entering it tnrougn
other day Ward Wiggins let
With the big convention of the wnoie mucous
In addition to those already plant- fly The
Department of the Interior
Huch
the
surfaces.
a big broadside of destruction at Henevolent
articles
Land
and Protective Order of
never b used except on pres
ed, the railway lias In the nurseries a (lock of sparrows on
office at Santa Fe, N. M.
their old hen Klks, less than six months off. the should
criptions from reputable physicians, as
at Hollidaysburg 300.000 young trees, house, and after the smoke
Dec. 29, 1906.
cleared committee in charge of the arrange- ine damage tnev will do is ten fold to
which will be transplanted this year. away he discovered he
the good you can possibly derive from
Notice is hereby given that Luclo
had also shot ments Is rapidly getting things
in them. Hull's Catirrh Cure, manufactured Ortega
In the vicinity of Altoona there is a the turkey
of Chilill,
M., has filed nohis father won at the Chill shape, for the reception and enter- by K J. Chentey & Co., contains no
tract of 14, Out) ai res suitable for their shooting match.
mercury, and is taken internally, acting tice of his intention to make final
It seems the fool tainment of the visitors.
cultivation.
upon th blood and mucous sur
proof in support of his
bird had been looking out of a hole
From reports thus far received directly
All soft wood ties hereafter used In
faces or the system. In buying Hall s claim, viz:
roof, which Is a very danger from all parts of the country.
Homestead entry No.
It Is Catarrh Cure bt sure you get the gen
by the road will be treated with creo- ous the
thing to do - Wi- -t Tjifayelte (O
u
is tnKen internally ana made 6.702 made rec. 10, 1901, for the
conservatively estimated thut up- uine,
sote to double their life.
Toledo, Ohio by F. J. Cheney & Co. W4 NK14 and K V4 NW'4, Section
Indicator.
wards nt ISO. 000 visitors will flock In
The Peiins Ivanla uses about
i esuiiiniiiais ine.
12. Township 8 N, Range 6 11., and
to Philadelphia during the convenHold by drugirst. Price. 75c. Der uot- ties annually.
Tills repre- MEXICWS IMEI OVF.U
that Kiid proof wll be made before
tion week, and on the day of the pa- tle
sents nn outlay of about $:'..x.Mi,ino a
Take Hall's Pimllv 1111s for const Inn - II. V. S. Otero. United Kl.i t.a tinrt
i
m:okmws
rade it Is believed that more than a tlon.
year.
Hy cultivating its own trees
one is dead and another Is iiton
Commissioner. at Albutiueroue. N.
dying
and by cresoting process Hie com- as the result
M
on Feb. 0, 1907.
between four
pany hopes to reduce this materially. Mexicans over oftwoit duel
He nameB the following witnesses
pretty senoritas at
to prove his continuous residence upMoieini. Arizona. Armed with six
FATHER AMI Ml. Kll.l.
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
shooters and knives Martin and
.mum:y
in
visitor ion
Mouianje, brothers, met Eduar-d- o
Francisco Oarcla, Kstolano Ortega,
Huliegh, N. .: Charles Smith, aged
BLOOD
Lorenzo Sanchez and Kdwarri Curtr
Valeiizuella and Joaquin Valdez,
17, lias confessed that lie and his armed,
and killed Valdez at once.
all "f Chilill, N. M.
father, Jake Smith, murdered Mition
Catarrh is usually worse in Winter, because qf the colJ, damp and
may not live.
Martin was
MANUEL It. OTERO.
Itunnell for his money.
captured, but Af.nno is at large, but suddenly changing climate. Colds are contracted, ant neglected and as the
Register.
Bunnell wus at the home of the his rapture
is assured.
The feeling secretions from the different Inflamed membranes are ui:iortcd into the blood
Smiths one night last week and ex- has been hitter
between the patties the unpleasant symptoms of the disease coranienot The nostrils are
MM l K FOIt PI'HLICATIO.V
hibited some gold oln. When he left since a holiday dance,
vanquished stopTed up and a constant dropping of mucous back into the throat keepa Department of the Interior,
Land
the house and started home the claiming the beautiful thesenoritas
office at Santa Fe. N. M.
up a continual hawking aud spitting. The patient has dull headaches,
Smiths followed with an ax. When
Valdez was secretatio of the ringing noises in
29,
Dec.
1900.
the ears, and often slight fever and a depressed, half sick
they caught up with Runnell Charles dancing club. Valeiizuella was handis hereby given that Jesus
Smith struck liiiu Hire, blows with some and prominent tn Mexican cir- feeling accompanies the disease. The blood becomes i fullv charged with Ort-g-Notice
.t
of
N.
Chilill,
M..
has filed
the ax.
catarrhal matter that ftrjjiiach troubles are brought on. the kidneys and notice of his
cles.
Intention to make final
The two men then went through
bladder are affected, and A the blood is not purified of tie poison the lungi nve-yeproof
support
in
of his
Bunnell's pockets and plaeed the Bangers of a t old and How to Avoid become diseased because of the constant passage of impure Mood through claim, viz:
entry No.
body on the railroad track. Moth the
'1 hem.
them. Catarrh cannot be cured with washes, sprays, iihalations nnd such 6.703 made Homestead
Dec.
10.
1901,
for the
Kxniths have been arrested and will
More fatalities have their origin in treatment ; these cannot reach the poison-ladeblood where the real cause it SW'4 SWi,, Section 1, W.4 NW4
lie tried for murder.
or result from n cold than from any
can
and
only
located,
temporary
and
SW'i,
12.
give
Town
Section
relief
NVi
other cause. This fact alone should
comfort- - A disease which effects the ship
V. Range ti E., and that said
postoi in i: uoititi i
make peoplo more careful as there Is
proof
will
be
W. 8.
blood
made
H.
entire
before
supply as ilocs Catarrh, must
open. no danger whatever from a cold when V5k
i: i ti. o
Otero. United States Court Commisx
Tin- safe in the It Is properly treated In tho beginning.
k.
Kcoltsboi o. Ala
. S. S.
ie trcaiea vviiu a blood pimlier.
wa For many years Chamberlain's Cough
is the best remedy for Catarrh, which has sioner, at Albuijuerque, N. M . on
Ala..
liostoflice at Stevenson.
blown open and robbed if its con- Hemedy has been recognized as the
grown to be a universal disease. It goes to Feb. f,. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
,
tents, consisting of cash and stamps most prompt and effectual medicine
PURELY VEGETABLE
the liottom of the
rid the blood of to prove his continuous
residence upand one money order nook w as tllm in use for this disease. It acta on namatter,
the catarrhal
rciivigorutcs the cirThe loss to the
iniiu nt is placed ture's plan, loosens the cough, re- culation, nnd cures this disgusting disease permanently. Whin 8. S. S. has on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Garcia, Estolano Ortego,
hi $310, wliile poMmiisti r Uob. it lieves tho lungs, opens tho secretions purified the blood every part of the system receives .1 supply of fresh, Lorenzo
Sanchez nnd Edward Caller,
Wilson places his loss at tl'Jt i ash, and aids nature In restoring the sys- healthy blood then the inflamed
membranes heal and tvery svmptom of all ..f Chilill. N. M.
which he hud in the afe at the time. tem to a healthy condition. Sold by Cafatth passes away.
Write for our book containing information alKHit
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The safe, which was a new one, all druggists.
Cataith, and ask for any medical advice you desire. No charge is made foi
Register.
wad badly damaged, the door having
A Cl Jzeo Want ad does the work. cuul'
Wen hurled clear across I he room by
rue
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Try a Cit zen want aavertljeoient.
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moPERTT IOAKS
repairing at
corner of Railroad avenue and
Urondway. P. H. Daniel.
W A NT EH 'An
Furniture.
experienced
cook. On
Pianos. Organs.
Mrs. W. U. Chllders, 107 North Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WARETwehth street.
VANTEI
A good camp blacksmith HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $i
and sawyers, also good white wait and as high as $200. Loans are
private.
less. Good wages. Colburn's Em quickly made and strictly
nme: une montn to one year given.
ployment Agency.
Goods remain in your
WANlEiD
Gentleman's
second Our rates are reasonable. possession.
Call and
hand clothing. No. 615 8outh Flr.U see
us before borrowing.
street, south of viaduct. Send ad
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
dress and will call. It. J. Sweeney, Steamship
tickets to and from all
proprietor.
parts of the world.
WANTED Lady or gcntlcmuu who
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
can play the mandolin; must read
315 West Railroad Ave.
notes; permanent position to right
PRIVATE OFFICES.
party. Address "Music," this oflice.
Open Kvenlngs.
tjuick.
HAftihu Kuinlshed dwelling to
rent during the months of March
and April. State the number of
rooms, how furnished and price,
Address W. C. L. The Citizen.
WANTED Teams The rianta
Fe Finely Furnished, Fireplace,
Horse,
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
Muggy, Harness, Hay, Ftc.
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
purposes.
for other
good
All
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Super
Intendent.
FOIt ItENT.
110 West Gold Ave.
FOR RENT
New
house, modern.
618 North Sixth
street.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
FOR RENT Two rooms lor llkht
housekeeping. Inquire at 300 North
LAWYF.KS.
Broadway.
Irn M. llomi.
FOR RENT Front rooms for light
c
AT f.AW to
housekeeping;
rent reasonable, N. ATTORNEY
W., Washington, D. C.
Apply rear 624 West Railroad.
Penslens,
land patents,
caveats,
FOR
R ENT Furnished
cottage letter patents, copyrights,
trade marks, claims.
riats; very reasonable,
Apply at
K. W. I. liryan.
110 Coal avenue, east end of viaATTORNEY AT LAW. A 1K.,.,...
duct.
que, N. M. Office. First National
FOU
RENT A four-roobrick
house, furnished, at 317 South isanK ouiiuing.
F. W. Dobson.
Arno street.
Inquire of H. Jay
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Stone, 317 South Arno.
rwi.
Cromwell block. Albuquerque. N. M.'
FOR RENT A six room
y
brick house, corner
DENTISTS.
of Seventh
street and Tfjeras avenue. Inquire
Hit. .T. K. Kit A FT,
at Lommorl A Matteuccl, 624
Denial Surgeon.
West Tljeras avenue.
Rooms 2 and 3. llnrnnO hi,ll,ll
For RENT
furnished rooms over O'Rieilv's drnir inr A.,t
.
$1.00 per week and up; also nice Ic phone
238.
Appointments
mad.
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00 Jy
rnitll.
per week and up furnished
with
Kdliiund .1. Alnt it r u
stove nnd cooking utensils
and
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
iy.
dishes.
The Minneapolis House,
hours. 9 a. m to 12:30 p. m.; 1:3(
024 South Second street, Albuquerp. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Ap.
que, N. M.
pointments made by mail.
FOR SALE.
m
PHYSICIANS.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A
Yost typewriter.
See The CitiHit. .?. It. HATNES
zen.
Pliyslclun nnd Surgeon.
FOR SALE Two lots, one block
Rooms 11 and 13. N. t. irmiin
from car line. Apply 412 North building.
Twelfth street.
W. M. SIIKKIDAN, M. 7
FOR SALE Two iron beds, comIomooiatliic Physician and Surgeon.
plete, 1 heater, 2 rockers, brand
Occidental Life Huildlnsr .
new. Inquire in rear, 408 South phone 886. Albuquerque. N. M.
Fourth street.
DR. It. J,. HUST.
Office,
FOR SALE The Claude Glrard prop-N. T. Armljo Bldg.
eny on west Mountain road. InTuberculosis f rented
u(fh
vni.
quire on premises or at No. 300 Frequency Electrical
Currant
an
Germicide.
North Broadway.
Treatments given each
day
8
a.
m. to 4 p. m. Trained
from
FOR SALE Majority of stock in es- laonsnea ana paying retail busi- nurse In attendance. Roth phones.
ness. Incorporated. Owner wishes
INDEItTAKEIL
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 116
Daily Citizen.
A. HORDKRS.
FOR SALE A No. 1 Cliartergaso
Commercial Club building.
Black
power, for
line engine,
r White hearse, $6.
pumping; good as new; cheap.
See Dr. J. N. Warner, 1006 South
akcTuTEctS- "Edith street.
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
Raw.
FOR SALE Snap Lots 13, 14. 15, nett building, Albuquerque.
N.
M.
in oiock jj, simpler addition No. 2, Roth phones.
only J600.
S0 cash, balance in
CIVIL KNGINEER.
installments of $15 per month.
Write J. C. Phelan, Fresno, Calif.,
.1. It. Furtvcll.
or see E. 11. Dunbar, 224 West
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
Gold avenue.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
LOST.
A gold filigree chain,
with
Ttios. K. I. Miulilison.
turquoise setting.
Office with W. R. Childers.
Finder please
117
leave at this otllce and receive re- West Gold avenue.
ward.
. EMAI. PHILOSOPHER."55
"
LOST Lady's
silk umbrella, with
sterling sliver and pearl handle,
An
Story.
with name Mrs. J. A. Hozarth en- Small Rook Interesting
Attractively
Illustrated.
graved on handle.
Finder please
Among booklets recently published.
return to 415 South High and
he one that seems to be the most de
reward of $2.
serving of praise for its fund of general information, conciseness and at- STRAYED.
STRAYED January 17, one Jersey ractiveness, along the lines of its
cow; branded open H. Return to subject, has Just been published by
1500 South John street. Mrs. P. M. the Val Rlatz Rrewing company of
Milwaukee. The work is so refresh- Gavin.
ngly devoid of ull of the convention
FOUi.D.
al earmarks of commercialism, that
FoUND A wheei. near Rurelas. Is not only worthy of the reading,
but of more than passing comment.
Owner cull 1907 South Second st.
FOUND A bay pony. Owner may It Is replete with many facts about
nave same by calling at 115 South beer, is beautifully Illustrated and Is
written in a style so Interesting that
Walter, and paying charges.
It is sure to hold your attention from
beginning to end.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
The title of the work is "A Genial
Department of the Interior, Land Of- - Philosopher"
nnd one of the charactnce ui nanta fe. New Mexico.
ers of the story talks entertainingly
December 86, 1906.
and convincingly about beer;
and
Notice Is hereby given that Pablo tells his friend why it is good for him
Gallegos of Helen, N. M has filed to drink it moderately.
notice of his intention to make Hnal
The work treats of beer as a factor
five year proof in support
of his ri practical temperance, and In die
claim, viz: Homestead
tetics,
Entry No.
and shows that beer, as brewed
6621, made October 21, 1901, for the nowadays, should not be classed in
NWVi, Section
2, Township
N,
category with distilled liqsame
4
the
Range 3 W. and that paid proof will uors. This, the writer explains, may
be made before Jesus Luna, Probate have been excusable when brewers
Clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M., on Febru- were obliged to brew with considerary 7. 1907.
able alcoholic strength in order to
He names the following witnesses preserve the beer during the storing
to prove his continuous residence up- and ageing period, but this practice
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz: has long since
been unnecessary,
Ruperto J.ir.i mi'do, of Helen, N. M.; owing to the cooling and pasteurizing
Simon Scrna, of Los Chavez, N. M.; systems used in most of the large
Pablo liallejos. of Irfis Lunas. N. M.; breweries today. The beers of the
J'sus J.tramlllo y Gallego, of Relen, Val lilatz company for example conN. M.
tain only about ,1'.. per cent of alcohol.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
It is a peculiar fad that the same
Register.
people who refrain
from drinking
beer on account of the supposed
tlM South.
UU' Counsel
"I want to givo some valuable ad- amount of alcohol it contains, are frevice to those who suffer with lame quently those who think nothing of
back und kidney trouble." says J. R. drinking elder, which contains twice
lilankenshlp, of Heck, Tenn. "I have the amount.
Rlatz beer is the most delightful of
proved to an absolute certainty that
Electric Iiittera will positively cure beverages. It not only refreshes and
this distressing condition.
The first quenches the thirst but aids digestion
bottle guve me great relief and after and acts as a general tonic. On actaking a fuw more bottles, I was com- count of its health-givin- g
ingredients,
pletely cured; so completely that 11 such ns bright, full grown hops, barbecomes u pleasure to recommend ley malt, pure yeast, etc.. it Is being
this great remedy." Sold under guar- prescribed by the leading physicians
"f the day.
antee by all druggists. Trice SOc.
Mr. Glenn), the lonipany's adverHAYAK1).
N
M
KoRT
JAN 17. tising manager u ho wrote and planSealed proposals in triplicate
for ned "A Genial Philosopher," states
winking and walling a brick well 11 liiat copies will be
mailed to thoi-In
feet
diameter. 41 feet deep at lllis desiiiiitf same, m application to the
post, will be lecelved here until 11 a. main oil:
f the company, or to m y
M( 7.
in., February 17,
and then of iis mm runs I ranches.
opened. Information
furnished mi
application.
United States reserves
The Rl,;lit Name.
right to accept or reject any or all
Mr Aususl SI erpe. the popular
proposals or any part thereof. En- overseer of tho j oor ut Fort Madison,
velopes containing proposals sh.iiil.I Ia., says: "Dr. King's New Life Pills
ilnhtly named; they act more
be endorse. 1: "Proposals for sinking are
and walling well," and addressed to agreeably, do more good and make
one feel belter than any other laxaCapt. S. 1. Vestal, Quartermaster.
tive." Guaranteed to cure biliousGirls' basket ball at the Casino ness and
:5c ut all drug
U. N M vs A. and M stores.
Friday night
WAN-ran-
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Nice, New, 6 Room
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THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

THE

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Is to clean up stock once

ALBUQUERQUE

yearly and open season
with new goods.

ELKS

TROOPS

PACK TimKK.

Regarded as Unfortunate For Down In El Paso Planning to
Invade Philadelphia
Subsidy
the Country-Sh- ip
This Summer.
Will Be Fought.,

Capitol and surplus, $100,000

The Name

Wm.

I

INTEREST

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally

for honest advertising.

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes

r

l

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

CHAPLIN

The El Paso Elks are going to the
Jon. 23 Tredictlons
Rtinual meeting
of their order in
present
the
that
November
last
tt.aile
summer, one hunnext
Philadelphia
!
be
without
congress
would
f
scasi.ii
strong; and they will take the
excitement only serve to show what n dred
display
and
prize
for the finest
it Is to prophesy. The first
foollnli thin
first prize for the finest band.
prophets, of course, could not see the also
can again secure the
provided
they
Brownsville affair In the senate or services of Governor
'V.i. VfAI Vi7f
Ahumada's
I
house;
In
the
fight
subsidy
ship
the
military band, says the El
splendid
foresee,
ran
prophets
unless
but. then.
what, pray. Is the use of prophecy? I'uso uHerald.
At meeting of the Qulen Sabe club
Not even when the railroad rate
evening the secretary of the
bill was In the throes of passiige Sunday
Instructed to send an lvl
was the senate debate so acrimoni club was
tation to Governor Ahumada to ac
ous, se bitter, so swayed by passion company
to Philadelphia as
and prejudice, as It hns been overa Its guest. theIf club
handsome chief ex
the
of
president
by
discharge
the
the
Party ecutlve of the state of Jalisco can be
battalion of negro troops.
the persuadaded to accept the invitation
und
obliterated,
been
tiave
lines
j
will be reserved for him
present linds his viiilest foes among aandstateroom
his aide.
republicans and his most strenuous
It is the intention of the Quien
champions In the democratic ranks.
Us members
that Sabe club to have 100 of Philadelphia,
1'eellng has been engendered
In the parade at
never will be obliterated, and the ap- appear
But
dressed as Spanish cavallcros.
peals to race prejudice will have an the
striking
and picturesque feamost
measure.
can
man
no
HTe
that
the parade Is a surprise the
Wis and conservative statesmen, ture of
does not Intend to put the pubmen who are broad enough to wish club
lic wise to until It marches from Its
well for all Bectlons of the country
Quarters In Philadelphia to join In
as
matter
regard
the
peoples,
and its
the big parade. It is a surprise that
unfortunnte
and
deplorable
most
the
will set Philadelphia and all the as
tn
a
congress
up
in
been
that has
to cheering. And If
generation. It has added, they be- sembled antlers
can only succeed In getting
club
the
negro,
the
of
discontent
lieve, to the
Ahumada's band to march
and the unrest of the white people atovernor
head
Its
the victory for El Paso
with
contact
Into
forced
are
who
ill be complete.
Mm; It brings nearer they fear, that
The Elks will not ask for any aid
social crisis all men dread and all from
any one to pay the expenses of
men pray may be uverted.
taking the band. Each member of
center
having
been
the
senate
Our window display will give you
The
Qulen Sabe club will give J 160.
of Interest during the Brownsville de- thebout 1100 of this sum will go
d
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
bate, (he ship subsidy bill will bring
paying the members' transpor
the house In for Its share of attendressers will wear, but come in and careto
sleeping
and
the
fare
and
tion. Speaker Cannon and the pres- tation
uniform. The remain
a
of
urchase
oppopowerful
with
meet
will
ident
fully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
goes to the fund for defray- ing
sition In their effort to force through ng $50
the expenses of the band. The
party
lines
again
confident that if you are a man who
measure,
and
the
lub has over sixty members already
will be Ignored.
trip,
Philadelphia
and
tgned
wants the best money can buy we will
Burton . of. Ohio, forty-si- x for the
Representative
of the number have paid
i h;iirman of the rivers and harbors
have your trade.
Harpermoney.
Judge
n
J.
R.
their
ommlttec, Is expected to lead the hairman
of the club, thinks that It
lepublican opposition, and around will
100 members
carry
Swager .Sherley, the brilliant young on the trip. more than
disKy.,
Louisville,
from
member
The club created such a sensation
democrats are
trict, the
Its trip to Buffalo that it has al
He Is a member of the on
rallying.
ready received Invitations to stop at
and
marine
on
merchant
committee
City, Topeka, Chicago, Pitts
fisheries, and ha s consistently and Kansas
and Davenport, la. With a view
persistently fought against a favor- burg
accepting these Invitations and
able report upon It. Mr. Sherley to
five to six hours In each
was unsparing In his criticism of the stopping
place,
club will leave here six
the
the
that
declared
bill.
He
revised
days
of the date of meet
advance
in
running
lines
for
provided
subsidies
lng in Philadelphia.
The club Has 0COeX3CCOCCOeXCC
out f cities on the Pacific coast were also
a pressing invitation to
solely In the Interests of James J. Islt received
Detroit.
X
Hill, mt the Great Northern" railroad;
On this trip the club will start in
R. II. II. Harrlmnn, of the Union and
big
campaign
Elk
for
the
earnest
Southern Pacific, and Claus Spreck-le- meeting itsfor El Paso in 1901. The
IN SOUTHERN ALBERTA, CANADA
and
the sugar king,
wear badges bearing
will
members
Atlantic
the
for
subsidies
that the
IWOi mMOKE'S BEST
Inscription, "El Paso, 19010."
lines to South America would benefit heIf El Paso captures
the meeting
PLAY "AT VALE."
J. Plemont Morgan
Irrigated farm lands In Eftrpt, according to reports of the United
It will bring to this city In 1910 over
present
to
tneatrlcal seaup
the
In
the
cornes
Prior
bill
When the
100,000 visitors. The Qulen Sabe club son, if anyone had been asked as to
States Department of Commerce, are worth 1225 per acre. Irrigated
bouse, Mr. Sherley Intends to make has
farm lands in the United States are worth from $100 to $2,000 per
a reputation for this city where Mr. Gllmore had made his
a speech, In which he will contend that made
ftcro
filled thousands of Elks all most popular success, either in "The
has
an
granted
are
at
subsidies
If
that
Irrigated farm lands in Southern Alberta are worth just as much
the country with an enthusiastic Mummy and the Huming Bird," or
they light not to be for the benefit over
or more than lands tn Egypt and the United States, but the Canadian
Puso.
ninety-nin- e
to
El
visit
desire
In
Debonaire,"
money
"Captain
more
now
have
who
men
of
Pacific Railway Company Is selling them at from $18 to $25 per acre
cases out of one hundred the answers
than they know what to do with.
block.
m
for the purpose of inducing settlement In their 3,000,000-acrHow to Prevent Bilious Attacks.
would be in favor of the former. Torecently
attained
Uhlrley
Mr.
Irrigated farm lands sold by them three months ago at from $18
One who is subject to bilious at day, however, if this same question
prominence by refusing to accept apto $25 per acre are now being held by the purchasers at from $50 to
pointment to the house Judiciary tacks will notice that for a day or were asked, it is more than probable
$75 per acre.
"At
of
In
be
favor
not
hun
he
is
would
more
the
it
before
attack
offered
the
being
that
after
lonrmittee.
The difference between $18 and $2,000 Is worth while, if you are
place by the speaker, taking ground gry at meal times and feels dull after Yale." Not by any means that thisa
Interested In doubling and trebling your money within a few months.
ulay
best
from
Is
the
f
Chamberlain
of
named
eating.
A
last
dose
Deen
not
appointment
had
as
his
that
If you are. drop a card to the address below and receive detailed Inrecommended by leader Williams Its Stomach and Liver Ta'i'ets when literary standpoint, because it Is not,
formation, Including maps, literature, etc., fully describing the oppor:.nr'eniance would be a violation of these first symptoms appear will ward but simply because Paul Gllmore has
tunity of the age.
off the attack. They are for sale by a part that suits him down to the
iart regularity.
ground, depleting as he does college
Mr. Burton's opposition to ship all druggists.
The Canadian Pacific Irrigation Colonization Co's., Ltd.
life at Yale and placing before the
suhnidies extends back to the days
love,
they
scenes
all
public
pet
leg
American
was
the
measure
when that
and w hich so many of them have perROOM 31, CALQMRY, ALBERTA, CANADA
islattve project of the late senator JAPANESE ARE DE
sonally experienced.
antagonist
powerful
Is
a
He
Hanna.
Dpmrtmnt, Irrlgatmd Lmndu, Canmdlan RaelHo Rmllrmy
Bmlmt
"At Yale" is a mixture of comedy
in debate and has a large house following. Altogether, therefore, things
PORTED TO MEXICO drama into which is Instilled a little
melodrama, notably In the second act,
point to one of the most Interesting
but Instilled with such delicacy and
discussions the house has known for
skill that the lower type of dramatic
many years,
Twenty-fiv- e
Japs were apprehend art is forgotten on account of the fact
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
ed Sunday night, five miles above that it is "cloaked," as it were, so as
How to Cure Chilblains.
"To enjoy freedom from Chil Anapra, after they had forded the to appear in every manner true to na
m.
MALL, Proprietor
Mains." writes John Kemp, East Otis Rio Grande, and Monday morning ture.
As already stated, there are scenes
Iron and Brass CaaUari; Ore, Coal and LiDktr Can; BaafkUuH,
field. Me.. "I apply Bucklen's Arnica were taken to El Paso by Inspector
average
to the
aad Irra Fratc Ms
PuUsts, Grade Bars, Basktt Hetal;
Have also used it for salt Q. t3. Gonrales, says the El Paso Her- depicted only too dearthough
Salve.
It might
Bulidlngs- Late Saturday afternoon a party American boy. Even
rheum with excellent results." Guar- ald.forty-five
mopmm om miHlnm
Japs were apprehended be said no social moral is pointed, it
"' mmohlmory m Bpoolmlty .
anteed to cure fever sores, indolent of
Hirers, dies, burns, wounds, frost at the station at Anapra, but when Is simply a story of college life, show
st side ( railroad trass.
Fesndry
colthe romance with which the
hite and skin diseases. 2&c at all questioned Bald they were not going ing
to enter the United States, but intend lege boy Is so oftentimes surrounded
drug stores.
ed working on the railroads In Mex and with which is commingled deal
ico.
Within twelve hours half the ings of college life, athletic and other
NURSERY PRODUCTS
number tried to run the border. They wise, which it would be well for all
of
were all deported to Mexico Monday boys to witness. It tells the story
morning. Including the six who were Dick Seeley for his pal, Jack Han-dell- 's
AND
8HADE TREES,
FRUIT
sister, Dorothy; they have not SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS,
OFFICE AT SANTA FE caught more than a week ago at the
met, but each has fallen in love with BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
same point.
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
Dorothy is N. W. ALGER. 124 SOUTH WALTER
n
Japs who have been the other's photograph.
The
$8 50
PER TON
loved by Dave Hurdley, a most de- 8TREET.
Immigration
bureau
custody
at
the
fn
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
oMtL ONE IIL'NDIU'.l) OIUGINAI.
conceals
who
but
spicable
character,
deported
were
more
a
week
than
for
TON
18.50
PER
IIOMHKTKADS IX MUST TWKN
his
upon order of the secretary of com- his real nature and back-bite- s
i
Cured of I.unf Trouble.
TV WAYS OF JANUAKY.
While here they rival. The same Liurley tries to premerce and labor.
"It is now eleven years since I had
vent Dk-- from taking Ms place as
Ower one hundred original home cost the government about $100 for one of the Yale crew against Har- a narrow escape from consumption,"
subsistence.
United
su-filed
at the
claims were
C. O. Floyd, a leading business
Mexican peons arrived in droves vard, but Dick arrives in time and writes
States land office in this city during
man of Kershaw, 3. C. "I had run
stage
picture
a
after
morning
Santa
Monday
the
at
again
January
twenty
days
of
the first
to 115 pounds, and
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
175 were cleared of the race between the two crews, down in weightconstant, both by day
Forty-si- x
of these entries were made Ke street bridge, and majority
coughing was
back-bite- r
of
Z2& AND $2.75
machinations
the
the
FOR
the
of
port.
The
the
at
in
county.
business
The
takbegan
in Torrance
Finally
I
night.
by
and
peons were young men coming from are discovered and Dick receives the
detail follows:
and
Discovery,
New
King's
ing
Dr.
sweetlove
of his
the interior of the republic to be reward, that of the
105
Original homestead entries,
continued this for about six months,
shipped out for railroad work by the heart.
entered, 14.969; final homestea
upon the when my cough and lung trouble were
may
appear
Now, all this
Taso.
El
agencies
in
employment
2.666;
des
entered,
acres
19:
cfitrfes,
and I was restored to
502 80UTH FIRST STREET.
by the agents actual face of it as being very peurlle entirely gone weight,
ert land entries, 16; acres entered There was a merry light
170 pounds."
as it my normal
of the employment bureaus, but the and unconvincing, but presented
2.720
was suf was lust night, it appeared In a very Thousands of persons are healed
The original homestead entries were supply of Mexican laborers
' man catchers'
Maybe It was from every year. Guaranteed by all drugdifferent light.
give
the
all
to
ficient
among
counties
various
the
divided
Trial bottle
the fact that the entire production gists. 60c and 1100.
a coodlv number.
f the district as follows:
Five Assyrians were also admitted was staged In such a manner that this free.
liornallllo, 6; Colfax. 3; Guadalupe
Headquarters for Low Prices
would make it convincing. Or
13. McKinley, none; Mora. 6; Ulo Ar to the United States after they had alone
WAL
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
Maybe it was that the
individual
tax.
head
Miguel
alien
S;
the
nuid
none;
Juan,
San
San
liba.
STORE.
Varnishes
on Leather,
Oo Ham, a Chinaman en route work of both Mr. Gllmore, as Dick TON'S DRUG
!; Sandoval, none; Sunta Fe, 18; So
him,
Seeley, and those supporting
orro. 1: Taos, none; Torrance, 46 from Juarez, Mexico, to China, passed
Full . Nam
Brushes and Jap-a-la- c
the El Paso port Saturday arter giv- who were in every way above par and Always Remember the
Valekda, 1.
was required of
The final homestead entries were ing a bond for 1500 that he was go in keeping with what
408 W$l Railroad Anna
lng to China. At the time he salH them. Put there can be no question
Guadalupe, 4; Mora. 4; San Juan,
from San Francisco for his native about It, but that the production as a
Sun Miguel, 4; Taos, 1; Torrance, 2.
of unqualified merit,
sert land entries were: Her land, the bond will be relented at this whole was one eye
The
pleading to the
and most acceptport.
i jlitto,
COMING EVENTS
1; San Juan, &; Torrance, 7
able to all classes of theater-goer- s.
At the Elks' opera house, Monday
YV.iHhiriKton.
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All Other Shoes

With Amp!
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Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital. $150,000.00.

of
Solicits

OFFICERS AND DHWCTORS
Solomon Luna, President: W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Mt, Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Bald rid gs, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. A mot, O. E. Cro-iw- sll.
w

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FK RV.

at 10

Per Cent Discount

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

orriCKR and Dimmeromm

to-ar-

President

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOT
FRANK McKKB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RATNOLDS

u.

Vtoe President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

DKfomiTomr

m.

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atcslsos, Topeks

S500.000.M
$250,000.01
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antl-subsl-
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SHOE STORE

121 RAILROAD AVE.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Irrigated Farm Lands

. . $100,000.00
CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00

$18.00 to $25.00 per acre

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts 1 the Wor.S

We Want Your

Banking Business

DIRECTORS

e

O. N. Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Jflera.
D. H. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. (strong. Jay A. Hubb.

I

GROSS KELLY & CO., INC

ni

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Cluia

GROSS, KELLY & CO.f INC.
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BosiraiffraEUiio
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L. B. PUTNEY

COAL
ni

half-doze-

"OLD RELIABLE."

John
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Beaven

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Stspl
In the Southwest.
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as chi'f at the Montezuma restaurant,
Las Vegas, was arrested Saturday
night by City Marshal Hen Coles and
was tn ken to Katon by Sheriff Llt- trell of Colfax county to answer to a
charge of forgery. He was successful In obtaining about thirty dollars
by means of a bogus check at the
Gate city and left suddenly for Las
Vegas.
He wits a fine chef and the
resiiurant was sorry to see him leave
so suddenly.

nitiine
Tablets

'

Care a Cold in One Day
Cure Crip in Two Days
(O- -

fs
S( AArrin

every
bos,

as

Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
Moniluy. and get It back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.

St.

tin Storm

and sunshine and so have our paints.
In fact It's because our paints have
stood time und weather bo well that
we are doing such a good business.
We sell the
always.
best paints
You'll Und our paints the cheapest
because they are the best. Ready
mixed paints, varnishes, colors and
brushes.

flxative

January 2i Paul Gilmore, la Yalu.
Richard,
the
Febiuary 1 Kin
Third, by John Grfflth.
February 6 Sis Hopkins.
February 6 Messenger Uox
February 9 Creuton Clarke
bj
Caesar
February 11 Julius
Charles Hanford.
March 14 The County Chairman.
This la the banaer perforawmce of
the season.

00
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We Have Weathered
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l TAKEN' TO ILVIOV
It. W. Howard, who was employed

the Bowels
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Qrocsriee

FREIGHT WAGONS

RAILROAD ATENUK

Paint,

niKlit,

Q

I

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

Thos. F. Keleber

ff

H7I

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

WOOD

a

ESTABLISHED

GRANDE

LUMBER

GO.

Corner Third and Marquette

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkole Ra:!ing

First and Marqoette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZFN
By The Citizen Publishing Company
W. T. McCUKKJlIT,

W. 8. BT1UCKUCK,
President.

Senator IJalley used to be regarded as doing his full
duly to his constituents If he made stump speeches to
patriotism. Now they
them ringing with
It's
aro petulant because he Is a corporation lawyer.
enough to make one mad and retire upon the modest
million or two one has made In public life.

CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL MEETINGS

Standard oil has been Indicted 939 times at Findlay,
Something terrific how they are bunching their
hits In the bush leagues.

The Elks will hold a recrutar meet
ing tonight.

d

Published Daily ana WeekV.

Business Manager.

Ohio.

KINGSTON AND JAMAICA

France will continue to support four national theaters.
jHnmlra, whlrh Hen Just south of Culm, Is one of Theaters that can't support themselves unquestionably
says an need the money.
tbf t of the uroup discovered by Columbus,
It has an area of about 4,000 square miles
and Is 144 tolled In lenRth and eighty In Its greatest
fcrvadth. It was occupied by the Spaniards in 1508 and
5
MR. DOOLEY HAS NOW
was reded to Kngland in 1670. The Kngllsh have, how-rewsed it wholly as a strateRlc point, as a rendezvous
DROPPED INTO ENGLISH
ar their navy and as an army post, doln little In the way
cif rrilonlxatlon or rpltftlng the natives. The total popu.
4atinn of the inland l 650, 000, of which 630.000 are
F. P. Dunne, now one or tne editors of The Ameri
nenroes and 20,000 whites.
Magazine, Is presenting hla buoyant, kind philos
can
Kingston, the rapltal. Is situated upon the south ophy to the world In plain English as well as in the
sldF of the island along the shores of one of the finest dialect of "Mr. Dooley." He is frequently a contributor
harbor in the West Indies, It being almost completely to "The Interpreter's House," the standing title under
land locked. Its houses are chiefly light wooden struc- which the new editors of The American Magazine are
tures, rarely more than one story In height, 'and many of publishing
their editorial expressions. Indeed, accordMs streets are very attractive for their tropical effects.
ing to an announcement made some weeks ago, Mr.
60,000,
consists
numbers
about
which
population,
Its
Influence Is particularly felt In this departlargely of negroes. The products of the Island ar? Dunne's
periodical.
ment
of
the
rhlefly Hugar and tropical fruits and the city finds Its
the February number this entire department
largest profits from being a naval and military port and of theIn magazine
Is occupied by "A Talk About Lincoln,"
a favorite resort of tourists.
unsigned, is unmistakably from the pen
though
which,
group,
evidence
shows
The Island, as with all of the
of Mr. Dunne.
It Is a piece of writing which will
f former volcanic action, but not of recent age, as some confirm the propriety of the .Saturday Evening Post's
f the other of the West Indies which hnve In recent recent mention of Peter Dunne as a philosopher woryears suffered from disastrous eruptions.
The greater
of a place beside Emmerson and Addison.
part of the country Is very mountainous. In common thy Following
is a brief extract from the talk about
with the neighboring Islands it Is subject to disastrous
Lincoln:
hurricanes, and In August. 1903, It was swept by one
"Was there ever such a triumph for a Human
which Inflicted damages In various parts of the Island
ever continue to beat so long ufttv
amounting to about $10,000,000. In the past, however, Soul?bodyDid a heart
had melted? Did any other heart
held
it
the
that
It has rarely felt the shock of an earthquake.
yes, thcro was one compel the rhythmic attendance
of all true hearts? There was not a political matheGOVERNOR'S MESSAGE
matician In the world who couldn't prove to you that
The niesswge of Governor Hagermun, which The as a statesman awful word Lincoln was as wild as
1
Citizen gave to its readers In full, last evening, tvelv-- i Dr. Jasper. Contemporary opinion of him was
to
me
want
express
makes
to
It.
how
paper
It
any
don't
know
Albuquerque,
In
quite
before
Is
liours
other
the copy which The Citizen received being in revisit the tombs of Boston and New York and write
pages.
book form and covering fifty-tw- o
Many of the things on certain tombstones.
"Everybody bullied, browbeat, gossiped about Linrecommendations which the governor makes are such
aa The Citizen has contended for time and again, and of coln as everybody docs about the weather. Horace
still favors. Others do not come within the lino Greeley harangued him, Joe Medlll went down from
Chicago to tell him. what he ought to do during the
f this paper's approval.
He had to receive delegations
From time to time, as the legislature shall take up Petersburg campaign.
the governor's recommendations, this paper will express of preachers who were determined to instruct him on
Its approval or disapproval, as the case may be.
The the conduct of compalgns that made his heart ache
Citizen heartily endorses the statement f the New Mex like a woman's. They were otherwise womanly movThey could talk. Ho was oppressed by Policeed.
lean, when It said:
"There are but few things in the nvessage with man Stanton und snubbed by the sensational .Seward.
which the legislative assembly and the New Mexican will There was generally a very modcrute opinion of him.
lake issue and will not heed. It Is a matter of con- Sumner wrote to his English friends In 1864 a long
gratulation that Governor Hagerman has disappointed time after the Gettysburg speech that Lincoln might
It would bo better If he didn't;
those who were looking for h sensational document that not try for
would have produced bitter feeling and dissension in while his motives were good he was incompetent.
republican ranks."
"Everybody had access to him. Dana had a re
collection about going to his private office after Thomp
son's arrest and finding the president with his coat off
A GOOD SUGGESTION
rinsing his hairy arms over a wash bowl. 'I have a
Vegas warrant for the arrest und detention of Thompson
Wm. A. Hudderke, proprietor of the
street car line, makes quite a good suggestion to tin which Mr. Stanton wants you to sign,' said Dana.
Veople of those Kilkenny cat towns.
Here it is:
'Dana,' Mr. Lincoln said, 'if you had an elephant by
"I think the best thlnug to settle the county division the hind leg and he wanted to get away, what would
agitation would be for the mayor of each town to call a you do?" 'I would let him go,' said Dana. 'Go back
mass meeting In their respective towns and adopt resolu- to Stanton and tell him that,' said Lincoln. Everytions opon what basis they would be willing to make one body who wanted to badly enough got to see him.
Oreater Iaa Vegas. Let each mass meeting appoint a Secretary Hay told that once he was called from an
rwinmlttee of six, to come together and agree upon what important cabinet meeting and found a man ut the
basis the two towns can be united. I further think it door who had some trivial complaint to make. Linwould be well for the two committees to decide as to coln, smiling and indulgent as usual, attempted to excandidates for olllces and then report back to their re- plain. The little man bristled up. He was not satisspective mass meetings, which should be held again the fied.
'Mr. President." said he, 'I think your course
tey after and ratify the action of their committees, pro- Is decidedly insincere.' The president said nothing but
viding they so wish to ratify, and If they don't, then it wheeled the little i man around, grabbed him by the
la always time for division; but 1 certainly think that collar and the seat of his pantaloons, threw him Into
ne final trial for unity ought to be made, regardless of the hall and returned to resume the other necessary
the two towns' past differences. Forget the past ap- work of the day.
point six
men from each side, and then if
"Not all of those who lived In his time disparaged
tnejr can't get together, go ahead with your county
him. I find hundreds of ullusions to him in the newspapers and magazines that show men groping for the
truth about him. But I am always struck with the
Inadequacy of their expressions. I never could underTHE GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE
stand why Emmerson had so little to say about LinIt Is lengthy, and yet leaves many things unsaid.
It takes up and recommends many of the legislative coln during Lincoln's life time. (If ever there were
changes and improvements that the New Mexican has two brothers they were Lincoln und Emmerson.) When
Lincoln was dead they all understood him. our tears
been advocating for years.
the lenses through which we see God and his
It approves the most Important legislation of the are
thirty-sixt- h
legislative assembly, thus proving what the works."
Kew Mexican has maintained right along, that the work
XC0XDXC00O0X)O0XO000XC0O4J
I the legislation passed by that assembly would find
Cenerai recognition.
STRONG PLEA FOR CABINET
It repeats some of ihe recommendations made by
jOVernor Miguel A. Otero two years ago and quotes
MEMBER REPRESENTING MINING
from Tils message at length.
X)CXXXXXXCKXXXXX)C0XXXXXXXXii
As is proper, the message Is general in Its ierni3
with few exceptions und contents itself with broad recThe following extract from a letter by
ommendations rather than with specific propositions.
Thomas Kearus of Utah, published in a recent issue
The New Mexican regrets that In a few Instances of the Salt Ijike Tribune, is well worth reading in
the message gives evidence of bias Influenced by mis- connection with the renewed effort now being made
information and falls Into positive error which is bound by the American Mining Congress to bring about the
tu prejudice opinion against it in other respects. New creation of a department of mining ut the coming sesMexican.
sion of congress.
Senator Kearns points out a fact which is not ful-- 1
recognized, viz.. that the commercial prosperity of
Governor liast-iniaseems to ttiink the method ot
paying officials in the counties by fees or percentages the country Is entirely dependent upon the mineral pro
preferable to paying a fixed salary. His plan Is a
duction and that without a continued Increase of that
of counties and the reduction In richer production, the business of the country must be brought
vuuntle of the per cent from four to two. This is not to a standstill.
at all satisfactory, nor does it get to the heart of the
The letter Is in part as follows:
"I wonder If
matter, much less remove the crying evil of which there those who attempt to look into the future and who
is such general complaint.
Willi wealth increasing muke mental pictures contrasting the greatness of this
and imputation rapidly growing, how long would it be country ten or twenty years to come with its greatness
before the two mt cent would, we will say In Mcrna-lili- o now have a proper conception of the important work
county, be giving the officials as much as they are the mountain states shall exert in the country's
uuw getting from the four per cent?
Hence, there
e
would be no permanency In the system, and every
"I wonder if our statesmen, our publicists and those
legislature would me required to tinker with the who make it ml administer the law, realize the vast InKystem.
A
straight salary is every way to be pre- fluence which mineral mining In the United Stales bus on
fee
ferred.
'
the countrty's commerce. I wonder if congress und the
president have shown that deep concern for this great
I'ftty graiiiiiK.
as frequently conies to light in Industry its commercial importance and Influence dethis iMiuiitiy,. is not unknown in Kngland. To check its serve. 1 wonder il tile people understand how much
recently passed an act penalizing the it contributes to their matt-riawiread 1'arliaiiii-iiwelfare.
of secret commissions with a line of 12,500 und
"If one relleets on these three things, the answer
Hk-years imprisonment. Iiismay followed its enactment must be in the negative. And the answer Itself should
aitd from the solicitor to the domestic much "honest' stimulate action not only in the west, where greater atiiMJi wen
moKcrs, ouiiocrs, real es- tention to the latent forces about us should produce
snui agents,
tate
cook "ladies." ami hosts of other Ufcciils swifter results linn elsewhere, but In the entire business world.
from llnve immemorial have In en receiving "rake-off- s'
wu dealings for their principals, ulihoiil the knowledge
"It Is not sufficient to say that the mining industry
at the latter, and now it lias nil conic to an end. If com of the United states Is the greatest, is the most importmissions are to figure in business dealing hereafter, they ant, lias the largest capital Invested or is the most promust be open and above hoard-- ., hal part of the gressive, for while these things are true, it may also
lie said the Industry is embryutic.
IniirHactiou Itself.
The country's vast
mineral resources are yet untouched. Mountains that
Of the twelve members of the territorial council Meld no profits or small prollts today, under the touch
three are of Mexican descent; of i lie twenty-fou- r
meni' or modern appliances and equipment tomorrow will
bera of the house, nine are what are called Mexicans. pour forth great streams of wealth. And this wealth
members of the legislature but Is national wealth. This development is national deThus, of the thirty-si- x
are native New Mexicans ..f iian-Isl- i velopment. The product of this field of Industry is the
twelve, or
si ongest pillar in th- - country's . ommerclal structure.
n a n est ry
A
"Not the most tbVighful nor the most enthusiastic
asks the people of A Uniquci que man he who lives among the mines and witnesses the
The Citizen
to aid it in gettinti out a better directory than the city tremendous work already being accomplished In the
luts yet had. This aid can only come from the people west can understand the importance of all this on the
themselves and mu.-- t consist in full and correct infor- country at large. lie s.ies cities bullded with this
wealth. He realizes that hundreds of thousands are
mation on all points upon which Til 10 CITIZK.V.S
Hu
may seek information
And this appeals not daily employed In the expanding of the industry.
only to the people at larcc, hut to those in charge of knows what local influence is exerted, but its effect on
churches, lodges, social organizations, benevo- the conin.eice of lie lotmtiy geneially lie does not
intents of Mbuqiiei qiie's conceive because it is inconceivable.
lent orders, anil all other
"There was undisputed cause for recognition by
varied life.
Hie government of agriculture
and oilier industrial
forces in the establishing of national bureaus and In
J. J. Hill S4!s a billion dollars inu-- l be spent
the appointment of cabinet officials to represent them,
by the railmads for new trackage to accommodate trallic. Well, let th in divert the rebates to that is there less reason for giving federal encouragement
to mines and niiner.il development?"
tmuxK, and th tracks can be built.
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Itegular meetl"nof Elks lodge to
Initiation and lunch. All vis

night.

iting; Elks cordially

present.
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There will be a meeting of the
Mesa Agricultural
association this
evening at 7:30 o'clock at Hothen- berg & Schloss' store.
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The
dance of the
Commercial club will be held tonight,
and a large attendance is desired.
The famous orchestra of the Amer
ican Lumber company's brass band
will render the muslo for the dancers.
semi-month- ly

The Ladies' Aid society of the Lead
Avenue Methodist church will meet
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
In the church parlors.
This Is an
exceedingly Important meeting and a
full attendance Is desired. Strangers
welcome.
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A
novelty box" social was held
last night at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. J. n. McCoy, 716 South Edith
street, for the benefit of the Highland
Methodist church. A delightful literary and musical program was rendered, refreshments served and everyone present received a "novelty box."

D

Prof. C. E. Hodgln of fhe University of New Mexico will read a paper
on "Juvenile Courts" this evening before the Six O'clock club of the
Brotherhood of St. Paul at the Lead
Avenue Methodist church. Gentlemen
only will be admitted. Supper will be
served at 6:30 o'clock.

SOLOMON

WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

The Elks have issued Invitations to
a ladies
smoker, which will be
held In the lodge rooms on the evening of Wednesday, Jan. 30.
None
but Elks in good standing and their
wives and sweethearts are included
In the inviatlon list and it will be
necessary to have your card with you.
The affair promises to be both unique
and enojyable and there will be a
large number present to share the
hospitality of the popular lodge.

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer

LUNA,

ind Maniger

For the
Best Line of
...

-- .3
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The Pope of

Rome,
23.
Jan.
Tho simplest
minded, most spiritual pope the Catholic church has had In many generations, is the eulogy pussed on Pius X
at Home. The venerable holy father,
who Is now waging war against the
French government in tho Interests of
his creed, is the most lovable chief
the Vatican has had in modern times.
He Is democratic, unostentatious and
careful for the feelings of others.
Ills dalliy life Is but one long routine
of simplicity.
Tho pope rises at r o'clock every
morning, winter and summer alike.
After prayers, accompanied by his
secretaries, Monsignor Bressau and
Monsignor Perclnl, he enters ills private chapel and spends about twenty
minutes celebrating mass.
Some- - I
times his two aged sisters attend the
morning iiiss.
Then his holiness
takes his breakfast of coffee and
milk.
After breakfast Plus walks for an
hour In the Vatican garden, and then
dictates Ids correspondence and attends to tho most urgent business of
the day. All the chief newspapers
are read to him. and he Jests und
comments on the news.
At 10 o'clock his official audiences
begin and last until noon. Plus has
abolished the custom of his predecessors of permitting those admitted to
audience to kiss the pope's foot.
Those interviewing him are invited to
sit beside him, and If one becomes
overpowered by the presence of his
holiness, us sometimes happens, Pius
speaks kindly, saying:
"Consider
me as your father or grandfather."
When the audiences are ended,
Monsignor Islslltl, the major domo of
the pope's household,
presents to
Plus a list of those who request permission to enter Into his presence
simply to see him and ask a blessing.
The pope approves of the list, und
the applicants are admitted.
Then follows another guidon walk
J
and at
o'clock lunch Is served
consisting of soup, roast meat, lentils,
which are the pope's favorite vegetable, some fruit, cheese and coffee.
After lunch the pope invariably
smokes Turkish cigarettes.
To a
friend who Jested about Plus' liking
for Turkish tobacco, his holiness replied. "Yes, that Is the only thing I
um resigned to accept from infidel
Turkey, but you notice I dismiss It
in smoke."
After dinner Ihe pope takes his
cigarette case und his snuff box und
goes Into Ids study, where he reads
theological works and Catholic magazines, and perfects his knowledge of
French and English.
After supper there Is further study,
then a visit to the chapel, and at 10
o'clock the prpe goes to bed.
All the pope's surroundings
are
simple. His private rooms are plan-lfurnished. His bed Is but a wooden
plank with a mattress on it.
His
china dinner service is not worth $10.
(July his win.. Is costly, and this is
not paid for by him, as his former
parishioners n Piedmont send him
large quantities of r.arola as

ill

in A ibuquerque
See Ours

Simple Wants

RflclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.
NOTHING
TO CLEAR OFF
All Goods Are New And
Stylish.

PrctCut tor tttmtof Thlm Month
Hoy's fine overcoats. .. S 2.75
$25 Men's overcoats
$20 Men's suits, good as
$12.50
made
$14 business suits for . ...$ 8.75
Elegant Ladles fur for ....$ 4.75

B

X D. Eakln. President.
O. Gloml, Vice President.

Railroad Aw.

SI6 W

Succesiori to

d

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLtBALK OKALKRB IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wm

koip avmrytblng la Hook to oalflt tbo
tnott fastidious

tar eomplata

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe. ft.
8chlltz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrsysre Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article a received by us from the best v!aerles.
DiBtllleiies and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and inspect oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
issued to dealers only.

A. D. Johnson

Humphrey

OVALS

s

AMsoi

HEAT with the
Whole of it

jOVCHNfCtO.,

COOK with
i

GENERAL

Half of
L

.u ii:

hum: ii:v .mi

OMPANY.

it

Simple,

CONTRACTOR

Cheap,
Economical.

NCAR GOLD AND 9KVENTH
AUTO. PHONE NO. SOB

The Albuquarque

Gas, Electric Light
and Power Co.
Corner
Gold

Fourth and
Avenue

Phono Red 98

F (Eighty-fiv-

e

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)
Conceded today ts b the best la

Tin:

Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
" ""

$6

E. M AH ARAM

Chaa. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bacbechl,

y

Triple lank Uebeku Lodge No. 10
endorsed t lie movement initiated by
Harmony Lodge No. I. I. . I). F., to
organize a
cemetery association at th. ir regulur meeting last
night in Odd Fellows' hull. The ladies are enthusiastic over flte prospect of establishing u new cemetery
by the lodges. A copy of their reso
lutions will be forwarded to the secretaries of tin. uther lodges.
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Chickering & Sons Pianos
THEY ALWAYS

60

TOGETHER

a haijy purse and a Rood, nourishing
loaf of llalliiiK's delicious bread. Our
bread doesn't make your purse suffer.
It is more economical than baking at
home, and you Ret palatable
und
wholesome eating without cooking at
ess cost than hen you bake yourself;
Try some of our Hotter ( ream. It is
u meal for the Gods.

...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

MUBIC
WHITSON
(Established
1882.)

OO.
'-"

Coma In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In music
from a talking machlns to a Grand Piano Sold on our nsw easy pay-

ment plan.

116 South Second

street.

Albuquerque, Nsw Mexico.
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Attend the feat January cieaianc
PIONEER BAKERY,
gurmonts besale of l
ginning Thursday, Junuury i4th. at
BOUTM WtBT BTRmMT.
a. in., und lasting six days.
Entile slock of cloaks, suits, rain
coats, petticoat), skirts, muslin un- rn.
i iti:i i
ii nws.
derwear, all kinds of waists, klmona.
l'AZO (HNT.Mli.NT is Ruaranteed
house sacques, lounging robes, sweat- to cure any case of Itching, Itlind,
ers, children's
all kinds of In- lileeilingr or ProtudinR I'llcs in 6 to
fants' wear will, be placed on sale at 14 days nr money refunded. 50c.
lower prices Thau manufacturer.-.- '
o
cost.
HANOI EGCS.
Special bargains in Topsy hosiery
For fresh epgs, one or two days old
and Warner's corsets.
nhone Mack 102. J. T. Harger, 12th
Tho new spring dress goods have street and Mountain road.
arrived and will be on sale at special
reduced prices.
Our ltOl t.il IMtY work don's have
Thursday,
ut
Hemeinber,
thj to be washed over. Imperial Launt
fiolden llule ii y Cnnd-- company.
dry Co.
cady-to-weu- r

is

to

F. PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street
Both Phones.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

12 0 West Ratlr oad Avenue

OIKO040000

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLlT AND
CLUB ROOMS

9

00OIIDB

WFJM-xlAY-

,

JAN I' AH Y

ALBUQUERQUE

23, I807

MARDALEfJA IS
STILL ON THE

01
Interesting Account of WorK
In Kelly District Shows Con-

stant Increase of Activity.
Special Correspondence.
MaRdaJcna, N. M.. Jan. 22. This
hustling mining camp still continues
to thrive and more work Is bring
done every day.
The Graphic mine Is now In 190
feet on a thin ore body, driving north
with a machine drill on the foot wall,
and one on the hanging wall over
fifty feet apart, driving ahead, with
solid ore between one machine, making an uprise In the center of the ore
body, and the ore Is now
showing
some good copper.
Mr. Oardner, of Joplln, Mo., Is here
now.
He Is one of the Interested
parties In the Mraphlc and Is looking
over the new strike and determining
where and when to handle the ore.
He is manager of the smelting and
concentrating
plants at CofTeyville.
Kan., and Joplin, Mo.
The Kelly group of mines owned
by the
Smelter and It
velopment company, of Chicago and
New York, have their mines under
full control again.
The proprietors
have now on the ground three boll rs
power capacity to fur
of
nish the power for their big hoist,
which will be one of the best In the
west, and also an ulr compressor for
fifteen machine drills.
The plant is
being installed by the Trnylor Engineering company of New York and Is
llrst-claIn every respect.
The shaft Is 4Hx4 feet in ihe clear,
well timbered, will hnve two cages,
and will be able to handle any
amount of ore. They ore down now
about 230 feel, working three shifts,
sinking and intending to go 1,00't feet
deep. At the 200-folevel they have
begun to cross-cu- t
toward their ore
body and are now fifty feet from
their shaft. This level Is about fifty
feet lower than any of the old works.
At the shaft where the ore was produced they arc sinking another 1 !'
feet and are drilling in ore toward
their new shaft at the foot of the hill.
At the Juanlta, rumor says that the?
people who had the Kelly have t
bon3 and lease also on the Companion and adjoining claims, and that
they are going to sink a big shaft atid
push the ore production as tiny did
450-hor-

ss

ot

on

the

eufflcently crystalised to enable prog
nostications of results.
At the republican council caucus
held Monday evening the eleven republican members of the council
E, A.
Councilman
were present.
The question of
IMera presided.
employes was discussed and a list
was prepared and adopted.
J. I
Urackett, of Colfax county, was .i
prominent candidate for chief clerk,
but was nominated as assistant chief
clerk, and a better selection could
not have been made. Mr. Brackett
has had experience In legislative clerical affairs and Is a very competent
stenographer
and typewriter.
He
has been probate clerk of the county
of Colfax for four years and gave
complete satisfaction in that office.
His selection as assistant chief clerk
In
will prove wise and beneficial
every respect.
The New Mexican soys:
The selection of Hon. William E. Martin, of
Socorro, for chief clerk of the counHy educacil. Is nn admirable one.
tion, by attainments, by experience,
Mr. Martin Is one of the best fitted
men for such a place, not only In the
southwest, but also in the United
He has served with credit
States.
and ability as a translator, as an Interpreter and chief clerk of that body
In years gone by; he has represented
the county of Socorro In the house of
representatives and In the council of
the assembly during four terms, and
has un enviable record every time.
He is a fine penman, one of the best
speakers in English nnd Spanish In
they say In
the territory, and I.
Martin Is all
Spanish, "11111)' vivo."
r'fthi.
The New Mexican says: The statement which appeared in the Albuquerque Fakir Journal to the effect
that United States District Attorney
Llewellyn led the light for the selection r.f Representative H. B. Holt to
be speaker of the house of represenof the
tatives Is like nine-tentstatements of that paper absolutely
untrue. Major Llewellyn is In Santa
Fe attending to his legitimate and official business nnd has not mixed In
the legislative affairs In any manner.
He Is not here for that purpose.
When he was a member of the house
for three terms and speaker for one
term, lie was a man who had to be
reckoned with in the deliberations
and work of the assembly, but now
occupying the highest federal office
In the territory, he minds the business of that otllce. no more and no
less. While he Is very friendly to
Mr. Holt, he is also friendly to Mr.
Haca, nnd either selection would have
suited him as far as his views of the
situation as a citizen of New Mexico
are concerned.

TRAIN ARRIVALS.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Kelly.

J. L. Terry has a lease on the South
Juanita and Is on the first week of
his lco.se.
He has a large gasoline
hoist on the ground and will be in
full operation In about two days, and
from this kind of push you may look
for good results soon.
On the Treasure grant owned by
fJordon and others of Joplin, Mo.,
they are pushing their terminal day
and nlht and within the next sixty
days will be into their ore body.
Young America and Enterprise are
at work near the joint side line of the
two claims which produce the lead
carbonates
with such good gold
values, and have a Una showing.
Now a word tibout this gold value
in the south part of the camp:
The
Young America was the first to show
the good gold values, and one car of
twenty-fiv- e
per cent
tons ran 3.1
lead. 10 per cent silver and got $698
for the gold in this car, und the last
car, twenty tons, some In silver ami
lead and $400 for the gold.
There Is "every reason to believe
that these gold values continue south
to Little Baldy, as far as this belt of
line goes. Next, smith of Young
America, comes the Cavern and
Woodland group of mines, then Ihe
Grand Ledge and I'eari. On these at
the surface 1 have seen an ussay of 4 2
per cent and two ounces of gold.
Next south comes a group of three
claims owned by F. 11. Hill and J.
Hill. They are at work every day
and now have about 300 feet of tunnel work done and a good showing of
lead carbonates, with good gold values; also zinc carbonates.
Now we come to the Little Haldy
group, owned by the Abbey Mining
company, of l'lttsburg,
They
Pa.
have a tunnel in 850 feet arid have
struck the most southern end of this
line belt and are bound to have one
of the big bodies of ore of this camp,
showing good gold vulues as they continue their development work.
Everything north of the Graphic is
at work, of which I will tell about in
my next.
Just north of Magdalena
Llack
Hock Mining company, of Uenver,
Colo., is ut work in charge of Mr. I.
N. Merrell.
They have a shaft 100
feet, with fifty feet of water la it. At
present they are obtaining a good
class of galena ore from above the
water level, but as soon as their wuter
hoist and pump arrives, which has
been shipped from Denver, they intend to put the shaft down to the

u.

f.nil.foot level

LEGISLATIVE

"The black eagle

POINTERS
of San Miguel'

suits President Spiess exactly," said
a prominent member of the legislative council. "It describes him correctly. It will stick to him as long
as he lives In New Mexico."
Councilman M. R Stockton, of the
First district. Is now nerving bis third
term In the assembly. He acquitted
himself well and satisfactorily during
Ills first two terms unci will muke a
tine record In this session.
Ills past
record is proof of this.
Councilman Miera acted as chaii-nia- n
of the republic n council caucus at Its meeting Sunday and Monday. This shows that he stands well
with ills n publican colleagues an
that the contest initiated against him
for his scat In the body l,y Mr. Catron
is a mere pretense and will avail Mr
Catron precious little.
In legislative circles it is sai. Hint
Cameron, of the
Councilman J
Twelfth district, will introduce a resproviding
that all county diolution
vision projects should be considered
during the la.t week of the session.
The delegation from southeastern
New Mexico now In Santa Fe working for the creation of Artesia county
will oppose the passage of this resolution with might ami main, as if it
does pass it means the death knell of
their plan.''. Sentiment in the assembly on the county division questions
which may come before it is not vet
1

.

PARAGRAPHS

LOCAL

9:10 p. m.
On time.
On time.
On time.
No report.

S
4
1

7
it

Mai-cia-

the city last night.
Fred Waller Cornell, wife und son,
at one time of Las Vegas but more
recently of El Paso, are in the city
Mr.
and may conclude to remain.
Cornell Is usually well known In the
music circles of any town In which
ho may make his home.
Albuquerque has a checker player.
He Is William Steams of the Manhattan
"JJill's" friends say he
Is ready to meet all coiners.
So far
none have appeared who have been
able to beat him at this game, although his friends solicit any one
who fancies he is something of tin
adept at the board to have a try out
wltli "Jlill."
He appears to have a
system of his own.
A. H. Coleman is absent on business-at
Silver City connected with the
sale of the electric light plant of that
city.
Incidentally lie will exumine
the feasibility of utilizing the water
of the Gila river to supply power for
the electric plant there. Mr. Coleman
has been connected with the Southwestern Electric and Construction
company of this city in the capacity
of electrical engineer.
According to the Postal Guide for
1907, Just issued. New Mexico
has
455 postotllccs, of which live are second
Albuquerque,
class. namely:
Santa Fe, East Las Vegas. Uoswell
and llaton. Seventeen are third class
and 433 fourth class. Of these. 1B7
are money order offices. There uro
twelve states and territories which
have a less number or postotllccs
than New Mexico.
Judge A. J. Crawford lias formed
a partnership with J. Porter Jones,
city solicitor for the Albuquerque
Pressed Urick company, and these
gentlemen will engage in the sheep
ami wool commission business along
with fire Insurance, real estate und
loans.
Their business will be
at 110 South Second street
with ofllees In the building occupied
by the Albuquerque pressed
Brick
company. Mr. Jones will continue his
connection with the brick company
and Judge Crawford will change his
headquarters as soon as he retires
from the dual office of justice of the
peace of precinct 12 and police magistrate.
Mrs. McNary. wife of James L.
proprietor of tile Las Vegas
optic, accompanied by her three children, her mother, Mrs. Uaynolds, her
sister. Miss Uaynolds, and Miss La
Hue, all of Las Vegas, passed through
here last night on their way to El
I'uso.
Mr. McNary. much to the regret of his many friends in this territory, has leased his newspaper properly and taken a position with the
First National bank of El Paso,
whither ills wife and family went for
the puipose of establishing their new
home. Mrs. Uaynolds, Miss Uaynolds, and Miss La Hue are on their
way to New York City, whence they
will sail on February 9th for Florence and the art centers of southern
Europe.
in
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WHERE BROWNSVILLE WAS SHOT UP BY NEGRO SOLDIERS

This Exquisite Brass Bed
A Value of Values

-

DKNT 1
ASHI NG I O.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 23. The
Washington association of the University of Michigan will entertain
President James 11. Augell,
of the
university at a banquet at the Y. M.
C. A. tonight.
The Michigan alumni
lias .10,000 members of which there
are 20,'iou in he city.
1

MAVmit ItAII.IY IOKMI.I.Y

An offering far above what
you hnve ever known at the
price. Stylish and highly artistic design, having two-Inc- h
tubing In the highly polished
or satin finish; thoroughly well
made, with cross supports and
heavy spindles.
Come prepared for a big surprise, as you will pronounce
this the most decided bargain
you have ever seen.
In placing our order before
the late advance, we are able
size ot
full sixe or three-quart-

3 lateral

fell
to offer this bed

In

either

finish,

"

er

Tvi:TY.rivK ixn.fiAits wmh TinnTY-nvnoiXAns.
Other Brass Beds in all Prices, Varieties
E

'4

and

Designs.

ALBERT FABER'Q

.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

thai the troops did not
more than 300 yards from the
barracks, having plenty of time to
return to their quarters before the
could get there from
commandant
his quarters, which was about 300
yards inside the grounds. They had
only n low wall to scale In going In
and out.
The president says the facts did
not only warrant the action he took,
but that his action under the circum
stances was imperative.

Much has been printed about the
Brownsville, Tex., affair, for which a
whole battalion of the 2oth Infantry
(colored) was dismissed from the
army "without honor" by the president, little has been said about the
specific Injury done the citizens of
Brownsville In the rioting.
In his
message replying to criticism of his
Roosevelt names
action. President
Frank Natus, bartender, shot and
Mrs.
Odin, shot as
killed; Mr. nnd

they stood In the window of the Miller hotel; a lieutenant of police shot
from his horse, losing an arm; two
policemen with him, shot at. one getting a bullet through his hat; a
lighted lamp shot out on the dining
d
room table In the Cowen house,
by a woman and five children,
and the Starck residence shot Into,
bullets going into a mosquito bar
over a bed in which children were
Two hotels and nine or
sleeping.
ten other houses were shot Into.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

MORTUARY

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

The following quotations were reAT BALLARD'S PEAK
Martin II. Jones
ceived by F. Graf & Co., brokers,
formerly
station
Jones,
Martin
II.
over their own private wires from agent at Laguna, died yesterday
New York, room 37, Burnett Buildmorning of asthma at the Santa Fe
Opt. T. S. Parker, the successful
ing:
hospital.
He leaves a widow who Burro mountain mining man, has
was at his bedside when the end taken an option on the famous Black
New York Stocks.
came. The funeral services will be Hawk mine at Bullard's I'eak, in the
May cotton
$9.45 held at Strong's chapel tomorrow af- Burro mountain mining district, says
132
American Sugar
the Silver City Knterprlse. This mine
ternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Amalgamated Copper
116 4
Mr. Jones came In from Laguna has been one of the greatest silver
American Smelters
149V4 yesterday morning.
He had been ail- producers In the west, during the
American Car Foundry
4414 ing for some time and walked up palmy days of that metnl, and some
Atchison, com
105
stairs to his bed at the hospital with- of the richest ore that has ever been
Anaconda
279
out assistance.
His death occurred taken from n'mlne, has come from
117
Baltimore and Ohio
within six hours after his arrival at the Black Hawk. With the exception
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
78
of occasional brief Intervals the mine
the hospital.
Canadian Pucific
1854
has remained closed Hince the reducChicago Great Western
16
tion in the price of silver. The mine
Ramon Sanchez.
53
Colorado Fuel
of a corporation
Ramon Sanchez, the young son of is the property
Chicago & North Western
Victor Sanchez, who is employed at known as the Solid Silver Mining
Erie, com
40
the Santa Fe shops as a machinist, company, of which ''J. W. Fleming Is
139
Louisville & Nashville
died last night of pneumonia at the the territorial agent.
87
Missouri Pacific
home of his parents, 1502 South Sec"1
National Lead
ond Btreet, after a brief illness. The TIIH JOMKX HULK 1HCY ;M18
154
Northern Pacific
COMPANY.
funeral will be held from, the home
New York Central
130
tomorrow morning, at 8:30 o'clock,
45
Ontario and Western
with burial at Kan Jose cemetery.
Attend the great January clearance
Pennsylvania
135
garments be
sale 'of ready-to-weReading
128
ginning Thursday, January 24th, at 9
TOO I.TF. TO CIASSIFY.
27
a. m., and lasting six days.
Rock. Island com
95
Southern Pacific
FOR SALK One "Vlava treatment,"
Entire stock of cloaks, suits. rain
29
Southern Railway
complete; cheap. Dr. MeCormlck, coats, petticoats, skirts, muslin un
St. Paul
150
derwear, all kinds of waists, kimonos,
522 W. Railroad avenue.
176
Union Pacific
WAN f K D- - A ba k e
on ce goo d house sacques, lounging robes, sweat
t
U. S. S. com
47
wages. Also a woman
house- ers, children's dresses, all kinds of In
V. S. S. pfd
106
work in Silver City, transportation. fants' wear will, be placed on sale at
30
Greene Con
lower prices than manufacturers'
Colburn Kmployment Agency,
6
cost.
Santa Fe Copper
o
183
Calumet & Arizona
Special bargains in Topsy hosiery
There will be a parish meeting of
57
old Dominion
St. John's Episcopal church, Friday and Warner's corsets.
94
Copper Range
The new spring dress goods have
afternoon, Jan. 25, at 4 o'clock, to
114
North Butte
meet Rev. R. McQueen Gray.
All arrived and will be on sale at special
24
Shannon
members und friends are requested reduced prices.
Thursday,
Total sales. 622.700.
Remember,
at the
to be present.
Money closed Rt 2
per cent.
Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
The Hcrniifou Schools have a special window display In Schutt's CanWe do It right. ROUGH DRY. lni'
Kansas I Hy Live Stock.
perlal Laundry Co.
Kansas City, Jan. 23. Cattle re- dy store.
ceipts 13,000. Including 300 southerns
Market steady to 10 cents lower. Native
steers
J4.00 ( 6.60;
southern
steers $3.50fi 5.25; southern
cows
$2.25413.75; native cows and heifers
$2.25if 5.00; Blockers and feeders
$3.25 4.80; bulls $2.75 4.25; calves
$3.25 (w 7.50; western fed steers $3.75
'a .1.75; western fed cows $2.50 q) 4.25.
6,000.
Sheep receipts
Market
That our stock of Groceries, Meats and
steady. Muttons $4.75 fj 5.75 ; lambs
Provisions
is always complete and our prices are right
range
7.C0;
$5.00fJ
wethers
$.sofr
.4it: fed ewes $4.0015.50.

At the close of business January 7, 1907

ten-ate-

go

It is stateil

REPORT OF,' THE CONDITION
OK

The Bank of Commerce

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Real Estate

ra

'ash

$1,508,963.79

LIABILITIES
Capital Paid Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposits

150,000.00
59,044.21
1,299,919.56

$

$1,508,963.79

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo ss:

i

I, W. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of .the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKL.ER.
V. P. & Cash.

fr

.

$1,005,430.28
5,036.95
13,421.97
117,469.26
367,605.33

Hue from other Hanks

ar

Subscrid and sworn to before me this 8th day of

January,

A. D. 1907.

R. M. MERRITT.

Notary Public.

DiitKcroits.

'

.SOLOMON LUNA,

J.

C.

BALDKIDOB,

JJ

'

j,

j

f'J;&.

W- - J- -

JOHNSON.'

Please Remember
STOP AND TAKE A LOOK

l'ork
Lard
Kibs
l

4

78.
46.
35.

46W;
38;

Oats

a

CHAMPION GROCERY AND MEAT

May
July
May
July
May $16.37; July $16.62
May $16.37; July $16.62
May $9.05 ( 09
July $9.42

Corn

MARKET

LIVE AND DRESSED POULTRY
BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL
Orders solicited nnd prompt delivery to all parts of city, filve us a
trial oilier.

;

LOMMORI

Chicago, Jan. 23. Cattle
receipts
2'i,oon. Market 10 cents lower. Beeves
$4.00'ii ti.90; cows and heifers $1.601)
...20; stockers and
feeders $2.50
4.50; calves $0.00 T 8.00.
22,000.
Sheep receipts
Market1
steady. Sheep $3.60 ff 5.75 ; lambs
11.75 'r 7 SO.
Money Market.
New York, Jan.
23.
Money on
call, easy, 2i3 per cent; prime mer- -

eantile paper
silver

6

fis.

ft 6

per cent;

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

unchanged.

Market.
St. Louis. Jan. 23. Spelter steady,

MATTEUCCI

YOUR

HOME

Crockery
Souvenir
views or
Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description

Alvarado,

...

E. SUNTAAGG,

IN

HANDSOME

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

C.

The telephone preserve yew
health, prolongs your life iM
protects your home.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Open Day and Night.

bar

the

the carte lest,
and the worries fewer.

Santa Fe Restaurant
i

maktt

lighter,

Where to Dine Well

St. f iils Wool Market.
Louis, Wool market, steady;
Ss-ltc-

fc

telephone

The
duties

5.

lilcairo Livestock.

St.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

or telephone your order to the

Produce Market.
Chicago, Jan. 23. (.'losing quotations:
Wheat May 73Cu:; July

coil-duct-

I'M

CITIZEN,

....190'

Chas. V. Lewis, formerly a Las
Vegas boy but now a cattleman of the
l
San
section of country, was

HONOR

EVENING

...

...

Proprietor

oakT

r

&
Borradaile
117 W. Gold

Ave

j

$.2'i.

REMOVAL

For any disease of the bkln there Is
nothing better than Chamberlain's
Salve.
It relieves the itching and
burning sensation Instantly and soon
effects a cure. Sold by all druggists.

tiik goi.ui'.n
inn: liiiv .iois
COMPANY.

Attend the great January clearance
salt? of ready-to-wegarments beginning Thursday, January 24th, at 9
a. m., and lasting six days.
Kntire stock of cloaks, suits, rain
coats, petticoats, skirts, muslin underwear, all kinds of waists, klmonas,
house sacques, lounging rubes, sweaters, children's dresses, all kinds of Inwill, be placed on sale at
fants'
lower prices than manufacturers'
cost.

i rom tkxas
Special bargains in Topsy hosiery
Austin. Tex., Jan. 23. The legisla- ami Warner's corsets.
ture in joint session today formally
The new spring dress goods have
Joseph W. Mailey. Coiled arrived and will be on sale at special
Slates senator.
r duced prices.
Remember,
Thursday,
at the
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
The Ladies' Auxiliary of the li. of
STORE.
L. L., will give their eleventh anLESS DIRT, MORE HEAT $6.00 nual ball at Colombo hall, February
PER TON. GENUINE GAS COKE. 22. Music furnished by Kills' orchesW. H. HAHN A CO.
tra. Tii kets, $1.0a.

.

French Bakery

Doctor McCormick

. .

From 213 West Railroad Ave.

Temporary offices, 522 West Railroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all dro
The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; yea
habits undertaken.
to Judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to 3 o'clock. W. W. McCORMICK. M. IX
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.
Have Your Hand

Raynolds New Building

Albuquerque,

Read

by

Most

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

Now Mexico

iti:-i:i.i:--

Mme. Le Normand

J. C. 13ALDRIDGE
DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
8HER.UAN WILLIAM9 PAINT Covers more, loots teat, weart tb
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDiNu PAPER Always, la stock. Piaster, Lime. Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doori, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MIX,

I

las Arried, Will Remain a Short Time Only

Tells the past pi est nt and future. Reunite separated, tells how
love of the one you desire, though miles away; how to succeed in business, speculations, marriage, law suits; locates mineral.
25 AN1 50 CEXTS AX1 VP.
ROOM
GRAND CUNTKAL HOTEL.
to

tain the

i;i:li,
ii

r

ALHOQtJERQUE

FAGE SIX.

V

53

a

EVENING

CITIZEN.

Flue Goldemi Rmile Diry

WEDXESItW. JANUARY

9S, 1M7.

Goods Co

Great January Clearance Sale
OF

4

READY-TO-WEA- R

GARMENTS
Begamtrim g

TlfoMirdlay9 JJaindCjaapy

9

ENTIRE STOCK 0F

Cloaks, Suits, Rain Coats, Petticoats, Skirts,

and Muslin Underwear

,

ALL KINDS OF WAISTS
Kimonos, House Sacks, Lounging Robes, Sweaters,
Children 's Dresses

Ii

1

ALL KINDS OF INFANTS' WEAR
SPECIAL BARGAINS IN

Topsy Hosiery and
Warner's Corsets
dls wave Mmvedl
Dress
I me MewANDSpiriiBiig
WILL BE ON SALE AT SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES
kSS

-

18 IE EM

fine

(Uo

-

.

11

E EV3 IB IE 18

TMIU!18DA

IKMe

Y,

AT

.Dry Goods

KBNKfc1AY,

JAM .VIty

2.1.

aXBUQUERQUE

I07.

PUTYOUR MONEY INTO A

an increase of wages has been under
consideration by the management of
the road, but pending an action on it
the men have taken no further steps.
The engineers' schedule which It Is
expected a committee will present has
not been received, nor have the engineers given notice of any such ac-

EVENING

in

riiunilO
tmMUHo,

J- Ui
HOOSIIR KITCHEN CABINET
'
The Furniture Man.
Write for Booklet.
Cor. Coal and Second
Cor. Coal & Second, East end Viaduct
Colo Phone R 177
Auto Phone 474

FN IR RE

NEW COMPANIES
FILE

TIRES

THEIR

PAPERS

WITH

A

Territory. Reception to Former Super
To Do Business
Intendent of Coast Lines
Leon Mandell Co.. of This
at Needles Tonight.
City. Organized.
The following; articles .f
av been tiled li the ollice of
Territorial Secretary J. V. Raynolils:
Principal
I eon Mnndcll company.
place of business nt Albuquerque,
Territorial asent.
Bernalillo county.
Leon Mandell. at Albuquerque. Cap- ltal stock. $20,000, divided into two
hundred shares of the par value of
1100 each, commencing business with
$6,004. Object, peneral wholesale ami
retail business. Duration, fifty years.
Incorporators, David . Welller. Solomon Benjamin. Julius Mandell. l.eon
Mandell. all of Albuquerque.
&
Northwestern
The Cimarron
Hallway company, rrlncipal place of
business at Haton, Colfax county. Territorial agent. Christopher N. Rluck-wel- l,
at Haton. Cardial stock.
divided into 3.600 shares of
value of $100 each. Object, operating railroad between Cimarron
Duration,
and Van llremmer Park.
llfty years. Incorporators, Theodore
A. SchomburK, of Trinidad; Christopher N. I'.lackwell, of Raton; Frank
Springer, of Las Vegas; William H.
Delleker and Albert A. Miller, of Denver.
PrinStandard Mining company.
cipal place of business at Oiogrande,
Territorial agent, W.
Otero county.
Capital stock, $250,000,
II. Brack.
divided into 230,000 shares of the par
value of $1 each, commencing
object, general
ness with $2,000.
fifty
Duration,
mining business.
years.
incorporators, L. 1. linker,
of Lawton, Oklu.. T. R Ruby and W.
H. Brack, of Orogrande.
Sacramento Valley Irrigation company. Principal place of business at
Territororogrande, Otero county.
ial agent. C. A. Thompson, at Orogrande. Capital stock. $1,000,000, divided Into 10,000 shares of the par
value of $100 each, commencing busiobject, operating
ness with $2,000.
llfty
Duration,
irrigation
works.
r,
years.'
A. II.
Incorporators:
of Marysvllle, Kan.; John M.
Nichols, of St. Joseph. Mo.; Charles
B. Mitchell and C. M. Bee, of Alamo-gordand S. I!. McCamant, It.
and C. A. Thompson, of Orogrande.
Notaries Public ppolnlcd.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Governor linger-i- n
an:
Kdward Pennington, of Iteming.
Buna county; Kvaristo Abrego, of
Clyde,
Socorro county; Harry H.
Kelly, of Silver City. Orant county;
II. Oldham,
of I'ortnles,
Wlnfleld
llooscvfdt county.
3fiO.-00-

0,

tin-pa- r

Bru-hake-

o.

Jamaica Laly

Kvening
editor
of
The
Citizen acknowledges with thanks
an
present
to
be
Invitation
this evening at the reception to
be held In the railroad reading rooms
at Needles, Cal., in honor of tho re
tirement
of Superintendent
John
Deuair from active railroad service,
Incidentally the entertainment will
also mark the opening of tho $100,
000 recreation building just complet
ed by the Santa Fe Railroad company
for the use of Its employes at this
point.
Mr. Denair, who
has completed
twenty-on- e
years in the service of
what are now known as the Santa Fe
coast lines, is a resident of and
property holder in the desert city,
and has always declared that when it
came his time to give tip active work
he expected to make It his home. Mr.
Deuair possesses in a marked degree
the rare qualifications of u thorough
executive, and while he always maintained the strictest discipline In his
department, succeeded also in retaining not only the respect but the affection of those under him.
Just
how he was regarded by his employes
is attested in the composition of the
Invitation itself, which is as follows:
"You are cordially Invited to attend
and participate in these interesting
exercises. We wish to express our
appreciation of a man who never forgot that he was an employe, as well
as an otlicial, and to show our regard
for the executive and operating management for their liberal appropriation and ceaseless Interest in our welfare and comfort, In providing such a
complete and beautiful club house."
The program for tho entertainment
is an elaborate one and contains besides a number of musical selections
by the Indies' Operatic company, of
Kansas City, a complete dance list
and provision for social relaxation be
tween times.
Mr. S. K. Busscr, superintendent of reading rooms for the
Santa Fe, will attend the receutloiv
mil will in all
probability
make
some remarks fitting to the occasion.
n
It is also expected that other
railroad men will attend. The
following committees are in charge
of the various features of the event:
(central Committee Dr. W. II
Freeman. Mr. it. M. Harris, Mr. Dan
Kagan, Mr. M. II. Cooev. Mr. II. S.
Wall, Mr. C. (. Fluhr.
Reception and Floor Committee
Mr. H. S. Wall. Mr. J. A. Christie, Mr.
T. E. Gallagher, Mr. M. P. Hayes, Mr.
W. F. Freeman, Mr. D. 13. Crayne,
Mr. Dan Kagan, Mr. A. G. Wild, Mr.
It. M. Harris, Mr. M. H. Cooey.
Honorary
Committee Mr.
Alex
McDonald, Mr. W. II. Mills, Mr. B. A.
Mattimore, Mr. J. II. West, Mr. It. II.
Tuttle, Mr. J. W. Wood, Mr. Howard
B. White, Mr. T. J. Murphv, Mr. I,. V.
Hoot, Mr. W. H. Phillips.
Floor Director Mr. J. C. Hoffman.
1'he

well-know-

Highly of
ClminlM'rlaln's Cougli Remedy.
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the superintendent of Cart Service at Kingston, Jamaica, West Indies Island
says that she has for some years used
Cough Remedy for
Chamberlain's
coughs, croup and whooping cough
m
m
m
and has found It very beneficial. She It A1I.IW .1 TKI .EG HA PI I E HS
would
has implicit confidence in it and
IN MEXICO AT WOHk.
not be without a bottle of It in her
The
Mexican
Herald says that the
druggists.
by
home. Sold
all
statement was made at the general
offices of tho Mexican Central in Mexico City Friday that the reported resNEW
ignation of telegraphers at Carlenas,
or any other point on the road, is
STAIN AT DEM1NB without foundation. Th petition for
A

Six-ak-

s

REwirF

The third auxiliary recruiting station of the Kl Paso recruiting ollice
will be opened at Denting, N. M., on
February 1, by Capt. F. S. Wright.
Captain Wright Is now in Alainogordo
inspecting that station.
Sergt. Jas.
II. Jones and the staff in Kl Paso did
a land ollice business In recruits over
Sunday and eight men were sent to
Fort Bliss Monday morning.
The
men who were accepted Saturday and
Sunday are Henry Cloer, Charles E.
Jewett, Frank S. Harper,
cavalry;
Pies Whlttom, infantry; Patrick J
Corbett, coast artillery; Allen
Ian, cavalry; Fred Foster, infantry,
and Joseph P. I'ahl, lield artillery.
The majority of the recruits accepted
are eastern anil southern men, and
most of them had money.
Some
came from New York to work in the
western country, and not finding the
situations they desired, enlisted in the
army. The Kl Paso recruiting station
has received notice that James Nolan
has deserted from Fort Sam Houston,
from the twenty-sixt- h
Infantry. Nolan and Kverett Hall both enlisted at
he Kl Paso station on September 26.
and were assigned to Fort Sam Hous1.
ton, and now both have
I

t.

Tin; Crip.
'before Vkt! tan, SyiiipathUe with
others, we must have suffered ourselves. No one can realise Ui suffering attondfiiit ur'dn an (Hvk!c of
the gilp, unless he has had lUo actual
experience. There is probably no disease that causes so much pliysical and
mental agony, or which so successfully defies medical aid. All danger
from the grip, however, may be avoided by tho prompt use of ChamberAmong the
lain's Cough Kemedy.
tens of thousands who have used this
remedy, not one case has ever been
reported that has resulted in pneumonia er that has not
For
sale by a!! drugtl'
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MEN OX NEW ROAD
A San Diego, Cal., dispatch, dated
Jan. 20, . savs: The statement wits
made today that If the San Diego and

lH

Special Correspondence.
Washington. Jan. 23. ll lias been
finally decided by President Roosevelt
that there must be more legislation
for the control of the railways. The
rate bill Is doing well as a bediming,
but there must be more.
The administration progi.mi contemplates amendments to the interstate commerce act, giving added
power to the commission:
1. To control the Issue of railway
securities.
2. To control the physical equip- ment of roads (a) regulation of car
supply and trackage and terminals;
(b) appliances for safe opci.iilon of
trains.
m: tin: goi i.n
3. To provide a valuation ,,f all
BACK OF THIS PROJECT
the physical properties of the AmeriThe Kl Paso Times is Informed that can
railways, with a view to deterthe Texas and Pacific will begin early
a Just basis for taxation and
this summer building a line west from mining
Kl Paso to connect In Arizona with rate making.
To provide, regulation of hours
the line being built from San Dingo and4. conditions
of employment on
east into that territory. It is also in- - railways.
formed that the Gould interests are
This program is what might be
j
back of the project.
by some people as sweeping.
The locating survey of a new line regarded
railroads will certainly denounce
from Kl Paso to Kansas City, known The
as radical and socialistic. It Is
as the ' Kansas City Short Bine," has It long
step in the direction of govbegun and It Is said that the con- a
control, stopping short only
struction of the road will be begun ernment
at government ownership.
this summer.
The president has called In memof the Interstate Commerce comFred J. Younts, Texas & Paclllc bers
switchman, narrowly escaped death mission and asked them for Wants
to
He
while switching in the Texas & Pa- tion and assistance. and
only after
cific yards at Kl Faso the other day. proceed deliberately
facts bearing on the problem
He gave orders for the train to back all thebeen
gathered.
up, thinking that the ears were on have
To this end lie will ask Hie com
another track. The first car struck mission
hold a series of Investigahim. but did not knock him down. tions, to tolast
all this coming spring
Had It done so he would havo been and through the
summer, and when
ground to pieces under the wheels.
congress reassembles next winter he
Conductor Henry Miller, who has will expect to have a report and bill
for some time past run on the Sliver all ready for congressional consideraCity branch of the Santa Fe as pas- tion.
The most Important addition to the
senger conductor, has been transferPaso run, president's railway program is unred to the Albuquerque-E- l
taking the place of Conductor H. F. questionably the move toward a conGriffith, who resigned. Conductor trol over the "high finance" operaWatllngton is the new conductor on tions of men like E. If. Harriman.
The need for this step was brought
the Silver City wrun. m
out by the recent inquiry in which
that all the gieatesl
Charles Milne of Hackberry. Ari- It was shown
zona, and employed there as n. railway systems In the country are
pumper, was severely burned about gradually being brought under what
to a single control. This
the hands and face the other day be- amounts
is being
cause of the explosion of gas in the means that competition
it means that a railway
lire box of the boiler at the pumping wipeil is out.
trust In process 'if formation, which
plant.
is more gigantic and more powerful
In its opportunities
to oppress the
people, than all the other trusts put
BAR ASSOCIATION
together.
The investigation has disclosed likeMEETING POSTPONED wise that tills campaign of consolida
tion and private monopoly Is being
carried on at the expense of the railAn adjourned meeting of the New way investor, and In reckless disreMexico Bar association was to have gard of his rights, as well as of the
and the general
been held Monday afternoon in the rights of the shipper
chambers of the territorial supreme public. Whole systems of railways
Owing to the are being pledged to raise funds to
court, at Santa Fe.
convening of the legislature and the gather in competing systems under
closing of the supreme court there the limited private control of Harriwith him.
was not a quorum present, and the man and men associated
The commission Is ready to report
meeting was postponed until yesterThere that millions of dollars which ought
day afternoon at 2 o'clock.
was still no quorum when the hour of to go Into buying new locomotives,
new tracks,
the meeting arrived yesterday and it new cars, and building
was decided to adjourn, subject to terminals, depots, etc., are being
to furnish
the call of the chairman on law and squeezed out of the road
funds with which to carry on the
reform.
gambling operations of a few buccaneers in the world of Wall street fDASTARDLY MlitDKlt
OF SHEEP HERDER inance.
It is time, according to the presinamed
A Mexican sheep herder
and commission. that the
Manuel Montoya, whose home was ut dent
and that these as
I .a
while brakes be put on, making
Posln, was assassinated
operations
the rate
herding the flock of Thompson and well as great
carrying companies be
of the
Chapman of Durango, in the Farm-iugto- u subjected
to a reasonable government
glade, about ten miles north of
Farming-ton-,
last week, says the Az- control.
evils of recent disclosure in
tec Index. The man was missed on theOther
operation of railways are regardThursday and on Monday his body ed ns,
in a large measure, incidental
was found with a bullet hole through
to the great evil above set forth. As
bis back and one through the head.
of the mismanagement of
Investigation near the scene of the a result
men like Harriman, who have the
murder showed horses tracks amj the
control, there occur the car shortan empty rllle cartridge. It appears ages,
the reckless running of trains,
as though Montoya was shot in the
terrible disasters with their
back lirst as he sat on the ground and the
to the traveling public, the
again as he turned toward his assass- tragedy
long
low wages of employes, the
in. He probably threw up one hand hours of trainmen, the neglect
of
to protect himself from the last shot,
as the bullet that pierced his brain
first went through his wrist.
PENNYROYAL PILLS
A coroner's Jury was convened at MOTT'S
Thry orerrnmr WltnM,
Farmington which returned a verdict
rif and oiutH.uriatlitciViktor
that Montoya came to his death
' Ufr Mnvera"
1 liejr
through gunshot wounds at the
de-tain
omnbol,
tvirlrlatt
. .1........
a nil lt.wir N'rt
hands of an unknown assassin. Sherjh)i
Known remtdy fur mn
bt
iff Vaughn is said to be on the trail
thfin. Cannot 1"
prr hot
a riranir.
y$?.ron
of suspected parties unil arrests may
2
Hold by dtm-pUimnll.
hv
W MOTT CHEMICAL JO
be made any day. It was a dastardly and cowardly crime.
FOR 6 ALB BT . i ANN ft WON.

IX
PRESIDENT'S
NEW It Ml. KOMI COXTHOI
CAMPAIGN.

To control the Issue of railroad
securities so as to put an end to
the operations made famous by
K. H. Harrlmnn. of late years,
and restore the fullest competi-

tion between competing lines
To Immensely Increase the
powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
To control physical equipment
of roads to the end that there
shall be no more car shortages
and travel shall be safer.
To regulate the employment
and conditions of labor on railroads.
To fix a aluatiou of railroad
property for just taxation.
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Arizona railway acquires all necessary
lights of way through this city within a short time, nearly one thousand
men will be employed during the
spring In construction work here.
Though condemnation proceedings
were filed for the acquirement of a
route through the city for the road,
a large part of the $600,000 worth of
property needed Is being turned over
to the railroad corporation without
resorting to the courts. Under the dit,
rection of Chief Knglneer W. II.
n corps of twenty engineers Is
engaged in making a reconnaissance
of the proposed route through the
back country.

'

In

-- AND ...

OIT BY Till: PRESIDENT
MORE LEGISLATION FOR Till: COM HOI, (if It Ml. ROADS WHICH WII.I, STOP
OXBY SIIOItT AT GO IRNMENTOWNEK.HlllP
TIIK BIO STICK
GOES THUMPING AROUND IV WASHINGTON IX SEARCH OF
HAKH1MAN AXI Ills Kll Ol' HIGH FINANCE OPERATORS
MUST M:VS OF A MIMING GREAT 1TTI.E IX CONGRESS.

PIMM. HAM I. All

interests

HONORS
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Sane Your Mont) lot a

Vehicles

SWEEPING RAILROAD

READY To Pi T i.ooo

fcStatt the New Year Right

PAGE SKVE.N.

ROOSEVELT DECIDES FOR

tion.

National line engineers and conductors are still conferring with (leii-erManager Clark, but no agree
ment has yet been reached In regard
to their schedule.

UlTIZKW.

freight and the great Injury to business which results from the congestion of traffic.
It Is freely admitted that the Interstate Commerce commission h is not
he pow er under present law to get
to the root of the evil.
It Is the
president's plan to give them that
power in one big
enactment.
It will he a harder light than the
rate bill tight, and it is up to the
people to say w r ether the president
or the railway trust and Harriman
shall win.

Albuquerque Carriage Company

Corntr First St net and Tfaraa Aveaum
OOOtXDOOOO0O0O0tX)tX)
WE FILL

A

Horse Clothing, Lap Robes,
Whips, Axle Oils

Few Words

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He
says when you buy Horse
Blankets or Lap Robes,
insist on the famous 5A.

They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them
long-of-we-

You ought to see what a fine
buggy we can give you for $55.00.

J. Korber & Co.
In Our New Store

ar

No.

AMD

THIRD STREET

Urinary trouble, diabetes.
Doan's Kidny Pills euro them all.
Albuquerque
people endorse
our
claim.

Moat Market

CURE the LUNGS

WITH

Dr. King's

Nov Discovery
Price

0NSUMPTI0N

C. Wood, em-

60oa$f.0O

OUGHSand

212 North Second
Albuquerque, N. M.

KILL the COUCH

:

(V.

j j j

and all kinds of saddlery supplies.

Scores of Albuquerque Readers Are
Learning the Duty of the
Kidneys,

Mrs. W. C. Wood

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT 10. BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

mm

DOING THEIR DUTY.

low

203

At Consistent
Prices

I

To liller the blood Is the kidneys'
duty.
When they fail to do this the kidneys are sick.
Backache and many kidney Ills fol

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

PRESCRIPTIONS

All Kindt of Fraah and Salt Mat

ttiim

Sausaga Factory.

IMIL KLEINWORT.

Masonic Building, North Third

Btrf

W. E. MAUGEW

ployed In the Santa Fe railroad saops)
OLDS
Fret Trial.
residence 720 South Broadway, says:
Burest and Quickest Cure for all
"When on a visit to Fall River,
TROUBTHROAT and LUK
1
Mass., I learned that Doan's Kidney
with Raaoa ft Manrer.
LES, or MONEY BACK.
fills had been a household necessity
Office, 115 North First at
In that city for
years.
Naturally
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
when a person has backache themWilliam Indian Pile
fr.
selves and friends, .acquaintances and
cure Blind,
II XointmentwUl
am
na lulling
wl''illg
I
relatives continually insist that a
atmortm
W
Piles.
the
It
tumors.
I I illuyii tna Itublng at onve,
particularly remedy shall bo tried, you
acta Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, aej
at. Inst consent to take a course of the
us a noultii-Airvrs Instant re
Grain and Fuel.
lief. Ir. Wllliumw'Inilinn Pile Ointtreatment. I used Doan's Kidney Pills
is nrenrnl for PI lea and 1 ton Fine Line of Imported Wlnea, blaara
ment
and they stopped an aggravated ating of ilin private piirta.
Every box Is
and Cigars. Place yow order tm
warranted. Hy dnnrglwta, by mail on rm- tack of backache, only one of many
this line with vs.
of nrire. M
and fl.OO. WILLUMS
which have occurred In the past. When MfcNUFICTURING
. Props.. ( If veland. Ohio,
NORTH THIRD OTUW.
I came vest I brought with me a
KOU SALE BY S. VANN fc SON.
dozen boxes of Doan'a Kidney Pills,
long beforo they were so extensively
known lu New Mexico as at present.
I have not tho slightest hesitation In
New Management, November I, 1906
publicly stating that I know from exINSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
perience as well as observation that
Oppoalto the Banta fm Depot
NOTARY PUBLIC.
this remedy can be absolutely dependBMck, Albuquerque
ed upon in all cases of kidney com- Room I, Cromwell
ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
Automatic Telephone. 174.
plaint causing liackache, lumbago, or
BKLKN, M. M.
other symptoms which follow in the
wake of that fur too prevalent annoy&
ance."
F1RH INSURANCE, REAL BSTATft
For sale by all dealers. Price liu
LOANS.
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co.. Buffalo,
Automatic phone 481.
New York, sole agents for the I'nlted
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Bmlldla
States.
Keniembor the name Doan's and
take no other. 12.
THE HIGHLAND LIVERY

WOOL

AlIIII

Ton a

J

aoi

.

n

O. A. SLEYSTER

BECKER HOTEL

RANKIN

TIIK
Itl'II.DIN'i
AM) IO.W ASSXT.TIO.
The
ISuilding
and
Loan Association of Albuquerque, the
pioneer association of the southwest.
has rounded out nineteen full years
of successful business life, producing
results highly remunerative to its
stockholders, large and small alike.
It has paid back to stockholders
more than half a million dollars, is
distinctively a home Institution, governed by tho stockholders, anion,?
w hom are
some of Albuquerque J
best business men.
A new series has Just been placed
on sale, payable 11.00 per share per
month, commencing with the present month.
If you are interested in putting
your savings where they will earn
something, or would like to own your
home, Instead of forever paying rent
let the secretary tell you abotif the

.

onice. room

X. T. Armijo bail.',

ing.

i fiill

CO.

BAMBROOK BltOB.

LIVERY

AND

BOARDING

rom.

STABLE
8ADDLE HOP9ES 8PECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties aa
at special rates on week daya.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John w

A. E. WALKER,
riRm

INBUHANGK.
Office
tion.
at 117 West
arena.

Secretary Mutual Building AasMto

COMING IN OUT
OF THE COLD

RaflorflOS

appreciate a perfectly heated
house, but It is not every house that
VY. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
la properly warmed. If yours is lacking In any way, or It you are undecided what la the beat system to In- LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRAM
stall In a new house and need InforFER STABLES.
mation that is trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble. Hones and Mules Bought aa4
We are specialists for hot water, hot
air and steam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THB OTYX
between Railroad aad
Standard Plumbing & Heating Go Second Street,
Copper Avenue.
we

n
H
K0C-eOeKO-

COME

KS00SOSOSS)0KSOe0CCO to

its Location
liKI.KN Irf 31 MILKS SOl'TH OK ALIiL'QUKHgLK.
N M., AT TIIK JUNCTION OF TIIK MAIN LINK OF
TIIK SANTA FK KYSTKM LK AMN'fl KA.ST AND
WKST FKOM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVKKTON
AND POINTS KA.ST TO SAN FHANCISCO, LOS ANGK-LKAND FROM TIIK K ASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO KL TASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 lil'SINKSS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, :ixl40
FEET, LAID OUT WITH IJROAD 80 AND
STRKKTS. WITH ALLKYS 20 FEKT WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND lM.i5I.IC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; I'UHI.IC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A

TO BELEN, H, M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

S.

POPULATION OF 1.&00 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
BELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE. WINERY, THREE HOTELS,
ETC. r.ELnN' Is THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOU WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE,
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE fAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
xjjt- -

KSsKV0OBO0t0C-S)OBKocosotototc-aotosotoeoto-

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

0

jOHH BECKER,

Pies

Im-

WM. M. 6ERGER,

KSKOSCOSSKSCSKSS

OSOSKSKSS0

A Railway

0

Center

M ML AND
ALL FAST LIMITED KXPKISS,
FREIGHT TRAIN'S OF THE SAN'T.-- i FE WILL GO
OVIOll THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MAY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
HOOP,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
TY
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
S
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
CASH
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MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAH.
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

H
H

IF
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APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
To SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

YOU WISH

Sec')
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KLBUQUEIUJTJE

CITIZm

EVENING

will be president

of the new bankl
John Gardner Of Engle, vice president and J. A. Rels of the Victoria
Chief Mining company, will be cashier. Mr. and Mrs. Neal arrived here
from Engle en route to their home
In Dakota.
fUatlon Master Overstreet. of the
Santa Fe. wns arraigned before a
Justice of tu. pence In precinct 6 this
afternoon, chntged with assaulting
one Abernncia Garcia, a native of
llarolas, on Sunday night.
Prof. J. i). Tlnsley. of the Agricul
tural college, passed up the road yesterday for Estancla, where he Is
scheduled to deliver an address be
fore a gathering of farmers and per
sons Interested In agricultural

LOCAL. AND

PERSONAL

Dainty Shoes For Dainty Women
Patent Kid Uppers With Dull Tops, Light or Extension Soles, Military Cuban or French Heels, Lace
or Button. They are snappy, they
have character, they show off the
foot to the Best Advantage.
Medium heavy extension
Inee, military liocl

$:l.on

IllCe

Extern-Io-

$3..VI

itaiii tot', C'ulmn

$:.V
cap toe, military

noIo,

n

lieel. button

I.
1. prii'o nf itt'lfii snout venter- liny In this city.
W. It. Healey came In from Helen
Inst night on business.

sole,

Hand turned soles Cuban heel,
Extension sole,
lieel. lMt'

Kiilr anil collier's prophesied.
Splendid day to tako a ride:
(Set h horse t lint Rocs all right.
It's out of Hlglit!
Mold stone hand

.

.

-

$.1.rn

Hand turned or extension sole,
laee or button
St. 0(1
a
Light linud turned sole, liioc.
ex-tr-

flue

$5.00

Largest Line of Candy in the City
C. N. BRIGHAM
Successor to

tf

F. F. Trotter

CONFECTIONERY

SUGAR

nt

3
GEO.

V. II1CKOX

T. Y. MAYNARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

MFXICO'S

NEW

LEADING

JEWFLtRS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SECOND ST.

SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth ancT Railroad Avenoe
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Judge Jesus Romero returned from
a visit to the territorial capital.
H. II. Case Is registered from the
City of Mexico at the Alvarado.
E. E. Edllnwood of Rlsbee, Ariz.,
Is among the visitors here today.
Hon Amndo Chaves, who was at
Santa Fe the past couple of days, has
returned to this city.
t. L. Murphy, hide buyer, has left
for a brief stay at points In Arizona
In the Interest of his employers.
Charles L. Thayer of Golden came
In last night and will remain here
during the day on business.
J. Untie of St. Louis, the general
representative of nice, Ktix & Co., Is
here calling upon the dry goods trade
Raymond Lester, representing the
N. K. Fairbanks people, has reparted
for Flagstaff, Ariz., to look after his
trade.
Mrs. Anna Mugler of Santa Fe Is In
Albuquerque, enjoying a visit with
her daughter, Mrs. Herman Hase, of
west Lend avenue.
Attorney E. W. Dobson, who has
been attending the opening of the
legislative session at Santa Fe, returned to this city last night.
Gregory Page, Gallup's most prom-lmepolitician, came In from Santa
Fe last night and Is spending the day
on
important business.
here
Jose Rafael Romero, county commissioner of Sandoval county, completed his business and returned to
his home at Bernalillo this morning.
Charles Grandl, proprietor of the
First
White House bar on south
street, is In sore distress these days
suffering
troubleIs
with several
He
some bolls.
John Sutherland, territorial representative for the Armour company,
went west yesterday nfternoon and
will probably be ubsent for a week or
ten days.
Jos. H. Richardson,' the well known
mining man Is confined to his home
on west Coal avenue with a slight attack of pneumonia. He hopes to be
around lu a few days.
County Commissioner C. F. Spader,
who has been In this city for a few
days, returned to Bernalillo In time
to attend the regular meeting of the
board this morning.
Frank Hubbell and Thos. S. Hub-bel- l,
who have been In Santa Fe witnessing the opening of the 37th territorial legislature, returned to this
city last night.
At tho offlce of Probate Clerk Walker, In the Bernalillo county court
house, this afternoon, a marriage li
cense was issued to Edward Farr nnd
Mabel Heyn, both of Albuquerque.
Don Stewart, who has been the
Needles cashier for the Santa Fe for
some months, has been promoted to
the position of agent at Bagdad. JI.
I). Rrengle takes his place at Needles.
John W. Sullivan, supelntendent of
Hie mines of the Pennsylvania Devel
opment company in the llagan coal
fields, came In yesterday for a conference with Col. W. S. Hopewell.
Judge Ira. A. Abbott returned to
the city last night, the session of the
supreme court having adjourned yes
terday. The judge will be in his
chambers at the court house here

No. 202

A Rarebit
to be properlypruparedhould be made
in a M inning , Bowman Chafing lUb.
AltTMyj.-eadyqu worr'ia)r atHiiit fire.
S'uiplya r.iU.'.i, aud in a lew minute
the
,

to-dn- y.

Manning, Bowman & Co.

Miss Bertha liase of this city has
left for Santa Fe, where she will act
in the capacity of stenographer in the
legislature.
Miss Hase Is an expert
shorthand writer and has been employed In the last three legislature
meetln gs.
A continuance has been taken In
the case of Jose Gonzales, who is
charged with wife abandonment, assault on wife and other things. Gon
zales has been lodged In the Bernalillo county Jail where he will remain
until the trial Is had.
The Optic says: Make plans now to
attend the basket ball game at the
1. M. C. A. between the association
team and the young men of the University of New Mexico at Albuquer
que.
It will be one of the fastest
games ever played In the territory.
Sheriff Charles D. Nelson of Grant
county will spend the day in Albu
querque, whither he came last night
on his return from a trip to the Insane asylum with a patient by the
name of Lacey. He will put in his
time In shaking hands with his many
friends here.
Marshal McMillin has received a
letter from New York, which reads
as follows and Is
'Do you know of a young man by
the name of George Darrens? Any
news of him would be thankfully received by Minnie C. Woodford, East
Randolph, N. Y., Box 217."
C A. Richer, representing the
I'nlon Fertiliser company of Los An
geles, Cal., Is In the city, and he
would like to purchase the product
of guano caves. The above company,
through Mr. Rlcker, a few years
ngo, purchased the output of the
John DeMter guano cave near Engle,
this territory, and the company wants
more guano and phosphate for fer
tilizing. Mr. Rlcker has the distinction of being the first man to locate
oil In New Mexico, and the location
was made in the Carlsbad district.

Chafing Dish
haa ptoduced a dainty morsel toreffale
your gurus, lie aura to are that your
chafing dish is supplied with tha

iwtantad MftmlMi 'Ivory"
cted fiol
u found only in Mia,
niug, ikiwiuan & Co. Chafing Dlauca.
won SJALC BV

ALBUQUEROUE

HARDWARE

CO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenoe

EIEI

mm

THE

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

Otamondt, Watches, Jewelry, Cat Olast. Clocks, (Silverware
'
our trJ and luaratte a SQUARE DEAL.

AVE
We lovlte

jl

DR. C. II. CONNOR
OSTEOPATH.
Rooms 3 and 4, N. T. Arinljo building

r
20 Per Gent. Discount
Semi-Annnu-

al

20 Per Cent. Discount

Clearance Sale

In order to clear our counters of all heavy weights, we offer our
entire stock of Men's and Boys' Clothing and Overcoats (blues and
blacks reserved) at 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT.
DO NOT DELAY.
ju
4,
J

A DOLLAR MADE IS A DOLLAR SAVED

MEN'S SHIR TS

Monarch and Wilson's Celebrated Shirts, broken lines only
Cluetts Fine Shirts, broken lines only your choice - STUDY OUR WINDOWS

-

OOc

$1.25

m

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

Believe Us

S3,

107.

"RETSOJ-VEDI- fl.

We can ave you money

pONT 5LIPVPONTHTS

NO YJ

PRICES HAVE FALLEtf

.OPPORTUNITY,

In the purchase of a Piano

BUT THE

TODAY

QUALITY OF

GOODS AT OUR
KEEP UP.

We Carry the Largest Stock

J

of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

STORE

BfcOVtf.

BU5TER

Do It Today
Learnard

&

Established (ago

Lindemann,
206 W. Gold Avenue

COAL

Genuine American
,

ton

j

'

per

block,

$6.ft0

Ccrrlllos Lump
$6.80
Anthracite Ant
$8.50
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
sizes
$0.50
Clean Gas Coke
$6.00

DONTSLIP VP

Our GREEN TAG SALE is drawing to a close.
Prices are all shot to pieces. Now is the time to buy
good goods for a little money. See what we did to
our Suit and Overcoat Prices.

vooD.

.... $2.23
W. H. HAHN & CO.

Green Mill Wood, per load
Both Phones.

NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE,
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY. ECONO-MICAEXCELLENT FOR OPEN
GRATES, $6. PER TON. W. II.
HAHN A CO.

L,

The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

muz
NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Ceppir A ve.

Stoves and Steel Ranges

The International CorrcsiMmtlcnoe
Schools of Scranton are having wonlanguages.
derful success teaching
They use the Kdlson Standard Phonograph. Why don't you learn Spanish?

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES

The Ladles of the Baptist church

will give

a

social

at the church

ThursIn the city

day evening. Strangers
are especially invited.

Wagon Covers,

SPECIAL DRIVE
In triple coated, selected blue and
while euahiel ware, all white lined.
Your choice 50 cents of any of the
following articles:
2 Qt. double boilers.
10 Qt. water palls.
G Qt.
tea kettles.
3 Qt. coffee pots.
5 Qt. Berlin kettles.
14 Qt. rinsing pans.
6 Qt. lip sauce pans.
10 Qt. preserving kettles.
No limit to purchase. You can buy
one article or the entire lot.
THE MAZE.
Win. KIEKE, Proprietor.
PRESBYTERIAN SALE.
The ladies of tho Presbyterian
church are preparing for a sale of
candy and
home cooking, home-mad- e
aprons, at- - the Woman's Exhange,
Thursday, Jan. 24th. At noon they
will serve lunch and In the after
noon and evening Ice cream and cak3
will be for sale.
The Woman's Relief Corps will give
social Thursday evening.
24, in Red Men's hall. The
G. A. R. Post and Ladles of the Circle are Invited; also the public.

a
January
nt

a.-C AN PIIEXO
CMI.ORO IXH'SE
KILLER WILL MAKE 15 GALLONS
BEST LICE AND VERMIN DESTROYER. K. W. FEE, 602-60- 4
SOUTH FIRST STREET.
C

The funeral of the late Mrs. Anna
Wright occurs this afternoon at 4:30
o'clock, Instead of 2:30 o'clock as
was erroneously published. The body
will be shipped to Bay City, Michigan
for burial.
The championship game of basket
ball will be played at the Casino Friday night, Jan. 2G, between the U. N.
M. and the A. and M. college, of Medina Park. Dance after the game.
Ellis' orchestra.
A canvass of the vote in the late
the peace election in BerJustice
nalillo county occupied the attention
of the board at the meeting of the
county commissioners on Monday, to
the exclusion of other business.,
Hon. E. S. Neal and wife of Garrison, N. D.. were here yesterday the
guests of M. W. Flournoy. Mr. Neal
was Instrumental In the organization
of the First National bank of Engie,
N. M., with a capital of ;5.00. Mr.
Neal, who Is a wealthy cattleman,

WEDNESDAY, JANUAUT

THE GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS
COMPANY.
Attend the great January clearance
ready-to-wegarments besale of
ginning Thursday, January 24th, at 9
a. m., and lasting six days.
Entire stock of cloaks, suits, rain
coats, petticoats, skirts, muslin underwear, all kinds of waists, kimonas,
house saccules, lounging robes, sweat
ers, children's dresses, all kinds of in
fants' wear will, be placed on sale a;
lower prices than manufacturers'
cost.
Special bargains In Topsy hosiery
and Warner's corsets.
The new spring dress goods have
arrived and will be on sale at special
reduced prices.
Thursday,
Remember,
at thi
Golden Rule Dry Goods company.

O

o
ft

0
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THE BAMBINI COMPANY.
Makes a specialty of cleaning.
pressing and repairing garments for
both ladles and gentlemen, and every
garment is thoroughly sterilized in its
cleansing.
Prices are satisfactory;
goods called for and prompt delivery
made. Monthly club rates on appli
cation.
Suits made to order.
A special
cutter employed for this purpose.
Telephone No. 4 90. No. 209 West
Railroad avenue, upstairs.

HONE

Y

Honey for
$1.00. Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Hoc 302, Albuquerque,

Extracted

10 lbs. Nice

R.R.

TICKETS
AND

BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHANGED

Asioetitlon Offlet
Trrataotlom
Guana

fo

ROSENFIEID'S,

1 1

8 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
VA1

THE

COLOMBO HALL DANCING SCHOOL
Admission

50c

Ladles Free

In Rear of Store

Wholesale and Retail:
A Tut TV TUT A TTh

&

E

dTia

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings Steam and Water
SuppliesHose and Belting,
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Mail Orders Solicited

ar

More Than Fifteen Hundred People in New Mexico have received
great benefit studying with the Scranton Schools. Call at window display
at Schutt'a Candy store.

TIN SHOP

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

trt

1t3,dot,
Itm. 117. Mouth rirat
403, North rtr.t etroot

Albuquerque,

New, Mexico

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents itself of the
surance.
.remendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with increased force that a home company ought to
b patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
big
the
Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when it can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home Insurance is year by year receiving
more and more lt Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can if
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it is to keep his Insurance at home
he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two terriCANNOT

WE

be-fe-

tories, and offers exceptional opportunities
and women to sell its policies.

to ambitious and capable men

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

